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Political groups debate campaign issues
by Steve Collins
assistant news editor

photos by Christopher Goodrich, senior staff photographer

Bill Darm, president of Young Democrats

Two student political groups clashed in
Tillman Hall Monday night in a debate
sponsored by the Clemson Alliance for
Peace and the Strom Thurmond Institute.
The Young Democrats, represented by
Bill Darm, president, and Greg Dodson,
charged that President Ronald Reagan is
all show and that the United States is no
safer than it was four years ago.
College Republicans Oran Smith, president, and Scott Sprouse criticized the
policies of the Carter-Mondale administration and the record of Mondale.
Defense and foreign policy were the
topics of the debate, with panelists asking
one question on each subject. Panelists
were Chip McElhatten, student senator,
Debbie Monteith, vice president of the
Panhellenic Council, Pam Sheppard,
editor of The Tiger, and Bob Adams, news
editor of The Tiger. Moderator for the
debate was Student Senate President Ray
Workman.
Each side was allowed two opening
statements, one on each topic. Questions
from the panelists followed, and then the

teams asked two questions of each other.
Questions were taken from the audience
before the closing statements were made.
The Democrats started off by questioning whether or not the nation has become
more secure under the present administration.
"During the past four years the Reagan
administration has spent one trillion dollars in tax money on defense. Have we
gotten our money's worth? Ronald
Reagan has a fantasy called 'Star Wars'
which is supposed to protect us from incoming missiles. Already $2.4 billion has
been spent on research and what has it
gotten us? Technology that won't be
ready for 30 years and an implementation
cost of $400 billion."
The Republicans countered by pointing
out where the Mondale record has opposed
weapons systems in the past.
"Mondale has consistently voted
against any improvement in defense."
On the foreign policy front, the
Democrats pointed out that President
Reagan is the only American leader not to
have met with a Soviet leader, and that
the United States and the Soviet Union
see Debate, page 2

Oran Smith, president of College Republicans

Newly appointed
Former athletes inducted
Board of Visitors
initiated to campus
Seven new members will be the fastest man in the South. He
added to the Clemson Athletic was awarded the Garland Trophy
Hall of Fame Saturday during in 1920, emblematic of the most
halftime ceremonies of the outstanding athlete in South
Clemson-Wake Forest football Carolina. Chandler set a 100-yard
game, bringing to 74 the number dash record of 10 seconds flat at
the Southern Intercollegiate
of inductees in the hall.
Those to be enshrined and their track meet and was a starting
respective sports are: Clyde forward on the state championBrowne, soccer; Jack W. ship Tiger basketball team in
Chandler, track; Walter Cox, foot- 1923.
A year later, Chandler was
ball and coach; Bennie
Cunningham, football; Dr. Robert ROTC cadet major, president of
C. Edwards, manager and univer- the Block C Club, and was insity president; Dick Hendley, vited to the 1924 Olympic track
football and baseball; and Billy trials. During his collegiate
career he never lost a 100-yard
Hudson, football and track.
Browne helped lead the Clem- dash and lost only one 220-yard
son soccer team to an undefeated sprint. He graduated with a deregular season, its first Atlantic gree in electrical engineering.
Cox, vice president for student
Coast Conference title, and its
first NCAA tournament bid in affairs and 1984 recipient of the
Clemson Medallion, played var1972.
Browne is the only four-time sity football in the late 1930's
player-of-the-year in the ACC and was All-State in 1939 and a
and was All-America twice. member of the 1939 Cotton Bowl
Browne led the Tigers to the championship team. Before movFinal Four in 1973 and grad- ing to his present position in
uated in 1976 with a B.S. degree 1955, Cox served the athletic
in accounting. He lives in his department as football line
coach, baseball coach, and ticket
native Georgetown, Guyana.
Chandler, who resides in manager. His first post in adminSumter, was once described as istrative work was that of direc-

tor of public relations and alumni
affairs and as assistant to the
president.
Cunningham, tight end for
Clemson from 1973 to 1975 and a
first round pick of the Pittsburgh
Steelers, led the Tigers in receiving with 46 receptions for 732
yards. He is the only consensus
All-America tight end in Clemson history and was the recipient
of the Frank Howard Award in
1974 for "bringing honor to
Clemson."
Cunningham played in the
East-West game, the College AllStar game in Chicago, the Japan
Bowl, and the Hula Bowl. He is
now in his ninth year with the
Steelers and has two Super
Bowls to his credit.
Edwards served as Tiger football manager his senior year in
1932. After spending over two
decades in the textile industry,
he returned to Clemson as vice
president for development in
1956, then was acting president
after the death of Dr. R. F. Poole
in 1958, and was elevated to the
presidency in 1959, a post he held
until 1978. Edwards has been
see Fame, page 5

by Jan Jordan
managing editor
Thirty-four prominent, business, professional, and community leaders from around the
state of South Carolina and one
from out-of-state were on campus Sunday and Monday as
newly appointed members of
the university's Board of
Visitors.
"The purpose of the Board is
for the university to increase
communications with its basic
support groups—the people of
the state," Associate Vice
President for University Relations Harry Durham said.
According to Durham, the
visit was an initiation for the
group to acquaint itself with
the university.
The group arrived at the
Clemson House Sunday afternoon, met with University
President Bill Atchley, and attended a general orientation

session led by Don Elam, vice
president for institutional advancements.
Monday, the visitors attended
a seminar on the university's
teaching, research, and public
service missions. "These subjects were covered because they
are the basic objectives of a
land grant institution.
Specifically, the group concerned itself with special presentations on undergraduate
teaching, microelectronics and
very large scale integrated circuit research, agricultural
research, and the role of the
Cooperative Extension Service.
The members of the Board
are chosen through nominations given by the Board of
Trustees. Of these nominees,
Atchley chooses at least one of
each trustee's nominees and at
least two of the nominees from
" the vice chairman and chairman
of the Board.
see Visitors, page 2
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Improvements
needed in
several areas
While I was eating lunch Tuesday in
Harcombe, I watched the electronic
news boards. The news kept my interest
—until I realized it was news from July.
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Visitorscontinued from page one
In Monday's Board of Trustees meeting, approval was
given the reorganization and
charter of the Board of Visitors.
This will allow visitors to serve
on the Board for two years instead of the one-year term
observed in the past.
The group visits the university at least twice yearly, once
in the fall and once in the
spring. According to Durham,
the group determines how many
times to visit the campus yearly.
In reaction to the recent visit
by the new board, Durham said
the visitors "seemed very positive and very supportive."
Atchley cited another reason
for the existence of the Board of
Visitors. "We expect the Board

of Visitors to play an active role Clemson University is all provide feedback from their
in our efforts to communicate about," he said. "And just as communities to help Clemson
on a grassroots level what importantly, the members can better serve the state."

Board of Trustees approves budget
The Clemson University
Board of Trustees approved a
$190.2 million operating budget
for fiscal 1984-85 at its Oct. 26
meeting. The figure is an 8percent increase over last
year's budget.
Since July 1, the beginning of
the fiscal year, the university
has operated under an interim
budget because the state appropriations process was not
yet completed.
Vice President for Business
and Finance Melvin Barnette
said the budget includes no stu-

dent fee increase or appropriations for new programs.
In other business, the board
voted to name the new track
and field complex for former
Clemson Coach Absolom Willis
Norman. After coming to
Clemson in 1940, Coach "Rock"
held coaching positions in
track, basketball, and football.
As cross-country and head
track coach, his team won seven
track titles and at one time won
17 consecutive meets in his 18
years of coaching.

The Board also voted to terminate the Engineering Technology Program. In August the
administration decided to terminate the program in order to
channel resources to support
engineering programs at
Clemson.
The board also approved the
reorganization and charter for
the Board of Visitors. This
charter allows members to be
chosen every two years instead
of serving the previous one-year
term.

At first I was contused and a little
angry. After all, the boards provide information for students, but the information
is months old. Then I realized there were
other improvements that could be made
Ray Workman then had to "re- 23. Democratic President plan who attempted to vote at
at the university—much more pressing
by Vineeta Ambasht
mind the speaker that he did Nominee Walter Mondale re- the library poll were directed to
needs than boards that keep students
editorial editor
not come here to speak on ceived 11.1 percent with 402 one of the dining halls.
informed—students who do not read
The library poll was used by
votes.
People magazine for the latest celebrity
"You wasted your time," said senate policies."
approximately 100 students,
The
category
for
"other"
reThere
would
be
no
system
of
Scott Henry, chairman of the
news.
and hole 24 was punched on
My improvements list grew with the
elections board, in addressing checks and balances to keep ceived 3.6 percent. The leading their activity cards.
candidate
in
this
division
was
suggestions of friends and fellow Tiger
the student senate Oct. 22. students from voting more than
Between 5,000 to 5,500
staff members. Here are some of the sugHenry stated that the elections once, said Student Body Vice Gumby, and the Tiger was se- ballots were distributed, said
cond,
according
to
Jeffrey
Hall,
board would not participate in President Beth English. Polls
gestions:
Hall. Of the student body 29.1
• Since the weather at the football
the mock presidential election were established in Harcombe, location manager of ARA. Only percent voted in the mock
games has been anything but crisp, cool
held by ARA food services the Schilleter, and Clemson House 2.7 percent of the voters were election, compared to a 8.8 perfootball weather, we should add a dome
next day because he would not Dining halls while a poll was set undecided.
"There may have been one or cent voter turnout in student
onto the ever-growing stadium. The
be able to verify the validity of up in front of the library for
two
students who voted twice," senate elections earlier this
students
not
on
the
meal
plan.
release of record-setting numbers of
the results.
said
Hall. However, election semester.
Controversy
arose
over
the
balloons would be a problem, but as this
Henry said that he would
Perhaps the elections board
procedures
were established to
is a hypothetical list, we could have the
help with the election, but not possibility that a student would
could incorporate the dining
eliminate
multiple
voting.
Bebe
able
to
vote
in
a
dining
hall
dome open like an eyelid to let the balas elections board chairman. He
halls as election sites in future
loons reach their destinations.
charged that, in his opinion, the and then at the library station. cause activity cards are student elections, suggested
stamped
with
"5-day
board
Ronald
Reagan
capturd
82.6
• Talk of football games always leads
senate had not completely reHall, as it might increase votto talk of parking. If commuters must
searched the legislation and the percent of the 3,640 votes cast plan" or "7-day board plan'" on ing among students.
in
the
mock
election,
manned
the
back,
students
on
the
meal
park so far from campus, then why can't
election would be "totally
there be a shuttle to take them to camunfeasable." Senate President primarily by ARA staff on Oct.
pus? If USC can have shuttles, why
can't we? (Aren't we supposed to be
playing "Keep up with the Joneses"
with them?)
near Riggs and better lighting Langston.
use Fike faculties.
• More on parking—maybe a shuttle
by Vineeta Ambasht
When asked if ARA would innear East Campus stores.
Senator
Jeff
Chyatte
sugis not the answer. A more useful means
editorial editor
crease
prices to compensate for
Senate
seats
are
now
open
for
gested that the Athletic Affairs
of transportation would be to have chair
the costs of taking the banByrnes
Hall
and
sections
B
and
Committee
research
the
crowded
lifts running from various points across
Mid-term reports should be
nister down, Langston replied,
the campus. These rides could be used,
discontinued, according to 47.8 conditions in the general admis- F of Johnstone. Off-campus "We didn't ask, specifically, that
senate
positions
are
available
in
sions
area
of
Memorial
not only by students, but by visitors.
percent of 557 students polled
question, but I'm pretty sure
They could see the beauty of the campus
by student senators. Results Stadium. "It's getting very the Colleges of Engineering,
they wouldn't."
Education,
and
Sciences.
crowded
and
very
dangerous,"
without having to walk the entire trip.
were tabulated at the Oct. 22
"We're not sure this is feasiThe Oct. 29 senate session
said Chyatte. "Alumni are fine,
• If we are going to build chair lifts,
Student Senate meeting.
ble,"
said Senator Clete
began
with
Student
Body
Presibut
they're
not
going
to
school
then we could add a monorail that would
Of the students surveyed,
dent Mark Wilson's appeal for Blackwell. "How much more
circle the campus, connecting the park33.9 percent favored the use of right now."
A resolution which will grant help with Spirit Blitz from both floor space would this create?
ing lots, buildings, and dormitories.
midterm reports, 7.5 percent
What about the safety of the
Before long, the university would have
were undecided, while 10.4 per- nationally recognized organiza- senators and their constituents. emergency exits, and what
A
resolution
that
recomits own amusement park—Tigerland.
cent maintained various opin- tions with less than 12 memions—from distributing midterm bers the right to petition for mends placing microwave and about the walk-through
• The amusement park could have its
space?" The resolution was
symbol—the Tiger—and it would be
reports exclusively to freshmen recognition as non-funded toaster ovens in west campus referred back to committee for
canteens
for
commuting
stuorganizations
was
passed.
open on weekends and between semesto discontinuing the distribuThe senate passed a resolu- dents was introduced by Senate further research.
ters. Think of all the money the university
tion of reports to parents.
Resolutions to derecognize
tion
by acclaimation requesting Chaplain Peggy Cairey.
could make from the amusement park.
At the preceding senate
clubs
were interrupted by a call
Senator Beth Langston preDuring football season, IPTAY could
meeting each senator had been that Student Life locate fundfor a quorum. Only 33 senators
sented
a
resolution
which
ing
for
the
Lacrosse
Club.
rent the amusement park for its very
asked by the Academic Affairs
The addition of a crosswalk recommends removing the ban- were present, one less than the
own. (But would it pay for something it
Committee to poll 10 constinorth
of the barn entrance on nister wall on the inner number required for business to
already gets free?)
tuents.
• Since this is a student-oriented
In other senate business, the Palmetto Boulevard near perimeter of Harcombe Dining continue.
The meeting was adjourned
park, the students would receive free
Athletic Affairs Committee Calhoun Courts was also re- Hall. ARA Director David with a request by David
DeFratus
favored
the
resoluquested
in
the
senate
meeting.
passes every time they had an especially
submitted a resolution which
Grossman for senators to poll
hard week. You know the kind of week I
would allow students' parents The Traffic and Grounds Com- tion, which would create more constituents on their opinions
space
and
possibly
an
extra
mittee
is
researching
the
possimean, the ones where you have three
to use Fike Recreation Center.
of the size of the senate.
tests, a paper to write, and several outCurrently, a student's spouse bilities of motorcycle parking serving line, according to
side activities to coordinate. Students
and children are permitted to
would be overloaded with free passes
every time there was some kind of holiday. That is when professors seem to
decide to give every kind of test and
continued from page one
Augustinius "Stijn" Jaspers, a cross by his roommate Wednesday. The auassignment imaginable.
country
runner and Olympic runner from topsy put the death at sometime Thurs• But in Tigerland everything would
have failed to ratify a SALT II treaty
the Netherlands, was found dead in his day morning.
be nice and pleasant, with very little to
"There have been a lot of tears," said under Reagan:
Clemson House dormitory room Friday
worry about. That is where the fantasy
"How can our world expect to exist
track
coach Stan Narewski. "We all loved
morning before Homecoming.
ends and we come back to reality. I
when
Reagan policies bring us closer to
A preliminary autopsy did not reveal him. He was a wonderful young man. As war?"
guess we'll just have to face the long
is
evidenced
by
his
record,
Stijn
was
a
the cause of death, but Jaspers apparwalks, overcrowded parking, overloaded
The Republicans stated that the
ently died in his sleep, according to great runner. And I'm not talking about SALT II treaty was not ratified under
test weeks, and broken news boards in
in
the
conference.
He
was
great
nationPickens County Coroner Stewart Bell. A
Harcombe—for a while, at least. Until
ally, and was potentially one of the best President Carter because Carter withdrew
second report is due out this week.
someone decides to build fantasy land
from negotiation and more recently
Jaspers, a German major from international runners."
Clemson—Tigerland.
because the Soviets walked out.
Aerdenhout, Netherlands, was last seen

Validity of mock election questioned

Senate surveys on midterm reports

Cross country runner dies Debate
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Speaking Out

Homecoming celebrated
by Jane Adkins
staff writer

place with the sKit "Toogy Do."
Second place went to Phi Delta
Theta with "Eppley in Smurfland." Alpha Tau Omega captured third place with their skit
"Popeye the Football Coach."
Fourth place went to Alpha
Delta Pi sorority with "Mikey
Mouse's Never Ending Spirit,"
and fifth place was captured by
Sigma Nu for "The Adventures
of Bugs Danny." Chi Omega was
awarded sixth place with "Fat
Frank Howard and the Ford
Kids."
The ten finalists for the title of
Miss Homecoming were escorted
onto the field by members of The
Blue Key honor fraternity. Miss
Homecoming and her court—who
were announced by Student
Body President Mark Wilson,
President Bill Atchley and last

Homecoming v weekend was
kicked off during the week of
Oct. 13. Bowman field began to
come alive as various campus
organizations worked day and
night to complete the displays by
the Saturday morning deadline.
The sororities and fraternities
performing in Tigerama polished
their skits for Friday night. This
year's Tigerama, sponsored by
the Blue Key honor fraternity
and WSBF, was hosted by Russ
Cassel of WFBC's morning show
and Jane Robelot of WSPA. The
skits provided entertainment as
the participants attempted to
make "Cartoon Clemson" come
to life.
Pi Kappa fraternity won first

photo by Rob Biggerstaff, senior staff photographer

The Tiger and Miss Homecoming, Kim Dooley, share the spotlight
during halftime activities of the Clemson-Duke game.
n
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by Lisa Fulkerson
staff writer
^Qr uestion: Are you going to vote on Tuesday? Why or why
not? And how important is voting to you as a U.S. citizen?
"Yes, because I just turned 18. Voting
is very important to me. Even though it
is just a small part of participating in
our government, it speaks out for people
my own age. This is the first time that
I've been able to participate in voting,
and I like being able to have a say-so."
—Laura Davis
"Yes, and voting is very important
because it gives everyone a chance to
voice their opinion. The person they
might vote for may not be elected, but at
least people have a chance to voice who
they think should win. Having that
freedom of choice and voice is very important."
—Ron "Gargarmel" Holsey
"Yes, but I'm not yet at an age where
I value and appreciate it as much as I
should, and probably take my right to
vote for granted. I'm not as experienced
as an older person or as wise.
But, I do think about who I 'm voting
for. If I'm not sure about who or what
I'm voting for, I think I fulfill my
responsibilities more as a citizen by not
voting."
—Greg Williams
"No, because I haven't registered—I
just turned 18. I do think voting is important. If it came down to one vote, my
vote could make the difference. It is the
citizens' chance to choose their leader.
I don't want to get a couple years
down the road and wish that I had voted
and voted for the other candidate."
—Wanda Fullard
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year's queen Beth Cousins—are
Kim Dooley, Miss Homecoming,
sponsored by Sigma Alpha
Epsilon fraternity, and first
runner-up Cyndi Greene, sponsored by the Rally Cats.
Second runner-up was Sue
Shuttlesworth, sponsored by
Kappa Kappa Gamma; third
runner-up was Martha Murray,
sponsored by Manning Dorm;
and fourth runner-up was Julia
Barton, sponsored by Alpha
Delta Pi.
Upon the conclusion of
Tigerama, a fireworks display,
lasting about 15 minutes, captured the audience's attention.
The winners of the display
competition were announced
Saturday during half-time of the
Clemson-Duke game. First place
for the still display went to Chi
Psi fraternity with their display
"Clemson, A National Tradition;
Liberty, a National Treasure."
Second place went to Pi Kappa
Alpha for their display entitled
"On the Road Again," and Kappa
Sigma was awarded third for
"Don't Get Slimmed by the ACC
. . . Call Ghostbusters."
In the moving display competition, Alpha Gamma Rho was
awarded first place for their float
"He-Tiger and the Masters of the
ACC." Second place went to Phi
Delta for their display "Indiana
Tiger and the Valley of Death,"
and the Sigma Nu's were awarded
third place for "ACC Carnival."
The displays were judged on
the basis of color, theme, workmanship, overall effect, and
originality.

LARGE 2 or more topping pizza
MEDIUM 2 or more topping pizza
SMALL 2 or more topping pizza
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Opinion
Editorial'

Be it resolved

Whereas only 33 of 65 senators were present at the
Student Senate meeting in regular session on Monday,
Oct. 29, and
Whereas this meeting was adjourned less than an hour
later when a quorum was called and could not be met, and
Whereas the average duration of a senate meeting is
two hours,
Be it resolved by The Tiger in regular edition, that we
express grave concern for the welfare of this group.
When attendance at a senate meeting dips to 50
percent, cause for concern exists. When senate meetings
span to two-and-a-half hours, there is cause for concern.
When senators frequently leave meetings only minutes
after roll call, and when others don't show up, there is due
cause for concern.
Low attendance at the meeting may have been the
result of a schedule conflict with the Great Debate between
the College Republicans and the Young Democrats.
Politicians usually enjoy a good debate, and the
unenlightened student may have expected the Great
Debate, sponsored by the Clemson University Alliance for
Peace, and the Strom Thurmond Institute, to be jamed
with senators.
But the majority of the senators could not be found
among the mob of 75 who attended the debate. (That's
pretty good considering only one political science professor
attended.) So where were all the senators in question?
Senate requires more time than the typical student
realizes. Not only do senators meet in weekly sessions for
approximately two hours, but they are on committees
which meet regularly during the week.
But why devote time to committee meetings if you are
so apathetic to the results of your labor that you don't
attend an entire meeting to discuss and vote on issues?
Senators committed themselves the moment they
petitioned for office. They made commitments to those who
voted for them, and now is the time to fulfill those
committments.
Band members have a workload comparable to
senators, but they don't cancel the half-time show because
of it. Athletes have a responsibility to academia as well,
but they're not forfeiting games because of it.
The student police are walking their beats; the Clemson
Players put forth productions despite conflicts.
The senate adjourned Monday with David Grossman's
request that each senator poll 10 constituents on whether
they feel that the senate be reduced in size or manner.
Attendance levels at subsequent meetings and polling
results will provide the ultimate answer.
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You've got the right to vote
Are you going to vote
Tuesday?
What? You say you're not
sure because you don't know
what either of the candidates
stands for? What's that
again? You're not even sure
if you're a Democrat or a
Republican?

Straight Talk
PAM
SHEPPARD
Well, I'd like to give you
some advice. First of all, you
don't have to be a Democrat
or a Republican; you just
have to know what you
think and how you feel. You
don't even have to
understand all those detailed
statistics on Walter Mondale
or Ronald Reagan; you just
have to know the general
stands, so you can see which
candidate has more to offer
you.
Do you think America
should spend her money in
the Bl Bomber until the
Stealth bomber is complete ■
in 1990? It's a lot of money,
so think about it. If you do
agree with Reagan that the
Bl Bomber is essential to
our protection until the
better protection can be
built, then vote for him.
However, if you disagree
with that and believe as

Mondale, that we should
spend the money elsewhere
and depend on the B52 a few
more years, then vote for the
Democrat.
Do you want taxes to
increase so we can attempt
to balance the budget? Or do
you think that we should
continue to try to find the
money elsewhere by cutting
Federal Government
spending and money from
other areas? Mondale feels
that it's necessary to raise
taxes; Reagan doesn't.
Do you think we should
have a lot of troops in
Europe to help our allies and
to help countries who have
trouble helping themselves,
or do you think we need to
bring some of them home?
Reagan thinks we need to
keep them over there;
Mondale wants to bring
some of them home.
Do you believe in a
extremely strong defense? If
so, vote for Reagan.
Do you think prayer
should continue in the
schools? If you do, vote for
Reagan; if you don't, vote
for Mondale.
Do you think we did the
right thing in Grenada and
El Salvador? Mondale
doesn't.
Are you happy? Is your
life looking up? Do you think
we're headed in the right
direction with America? And
"1 can't forget to ask, Are

you better off today than
you were four years ago
when Regan became the
United States President? If
your answer is yes to these
questions, you should put
your faith in the President
for four more years.
If you aren't happy with
the way your life has been
going for the last four years,
then you have the power to
change it. What? You say
your one vote can't make a
difference?
Well, do you know how
many "you's" are out there?
I am certain there are
enough to make a difference.
You have the right to vote;
and after voting you have a
right to complain when your
man makes a mistake, or
does something that he said
he wouldn't do.
If you forfeit your right to
vote, you are also forfeiting
your right to complain about
what's there. So, get out and
vote. It's not that hard and
no one will laugh at you.
You don't even have to tell
anyone who you voted for,
and it takes only a few
minutes.
Best of all, you don't have
to be a Repubttcan if you
vote for Reagan or a
Democrat if you vote for
Mondale. You just have to .
be a concerned American
watching out for your life
and the life of those around
you.
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Johnstone residents tired of all the noise
Editor's note: The following letter
was received at The Tiger last week
when there was no issue.

What a fine week this past week
was for those of us whose rooms
face the Union plaza.
Tuesday at lunch we were treated
to a "free" mini concert by a group
called "Gospel Rock." Wow. Anyone
who lives in Johnstone would get an
RV for playing such loud, unabridged noise, but, lucky us, we get
a group of outsiders to provide the
discomforts that the housing regulations prevent.
Then Wednesday night we were
serenaded to sleep by the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon-Chl Omega tub-a-thon
outside our window. Gee, it's been
so long since we listened to Hall &
Oates' greatest hits until 1 a.m., we
really shouldn't complain.
We also thought it was especially
nice for the tub-a-thoners to shout
when they spoke, just in case we
couldn't hear them over their
"music." They finally quieted
down—after we called the cops on
them. Isn't it sad when you have to
call the police before you can go to
sleep?
Union plaza has become the dumping ground for any unwanted event.
People don't seem to realize that
Union plaza is a residential area
(that means people live there, for
those of you with a weak vocabulary). If somebody made that kind of
noise outside my window in my
hometown, they would either be shot
or arrested, depending on whether
the gun or the phone was closer to
the bed.
Organizations, if you want to
sponsor an unwanted event, take it
to some place like a shopping mall,
where people enjoy being annoyed.
We're tired of it here.
Dwayne Anthony
Ben Robinson

Right Cyprus?
After reading Zou Andrea
Louvieri's article about Cyprus in
the last Tiger, I think we all need to
Jaiow what actually happened in

Cyprus.
Let's start with talking about
"Enosis." Enosis is the Greek
ideology in Cyprus which assumes
that the whole island will be Greek
one day. They lived with this dream
for years as well as organized crime
organizations like EOKA's. Enosis
meant to Turks what Louvieri calls
"atrocities."
They were so sure of themselves
that they even started village
massacres. For years they had the
Greek army behind them on the
island, and taking courage from being the majority in the island, they
started killing Turks one by one,
village by village. Turkey has been
silent since 1960, avoiding war during 1963 and 1967 events.
On June 15, 1974, the president of
the Greek part of Cyprus, Makarios,
hardly had time to escape to Malta
because of the new coup d'etat.
Nikos Sampson became the new
President with the aid of the
military government that Greece
had at that time.
To the world, this looked like a
simple government takeover, only
concerning the Greeks in Cyprus. It
was the mask for Enosis; they
wanted the island. For example, it's
really hard to believe, but new
Greek-Cyprus leaders were proud to
announce that they were involved in
assassinations of several Turks
because it was what they wanted to
hear. They showed they were fit for
Enosis. So they started.
Taking courage from the previous
events, they thought Turkey
wouldn't be able to save Turks in
Cyprus, as had happened during
1963 and 1967, and they started to
massacre villages. They thought it
was the same old story: troops will
get ready, just a body show and let
the 20 percent Turks live with
nightmares every single second.
That wasn't the case this time, on
the morning of July 20th, when
Turkish Troops landed on a small
beach in the northen part of Cyprus.
Actually, there were two different
movements. The first, which started
on July 20th, stopped with a cease
fire agreement on July 22nd. This
cease fire was another example of in-

JM THE EDITORIAL

tegrity of Turkish Government, as
Turkey—both concerned about the
troops were in a very small area at
future of their ethnic communities
the time of the cease and far from
on the island—joined London in guamaintaining the safety of Turks in
ranteeing that the new nation would
Cyprus. As a result the Geneva con- remain a free and independent state.
ference started.
• In 1969 Nicholas Georgiaolis
At this time, things were changing Sampson, who previously led murder
for Greece. The Turkish movement
sprees through the island's scattered
caused changes in the government
and isolated Turkish communities,
structure of Greece. Finally,
formed his own Progressive Party,
Karamanlis, who had done very
and a year later was elected to the
good things for Greece and who is a
island's Parliament with the camvery respectful man in world
paign slogan, "Death to the Turks."
politics, was the new president.
Sampson was one of about two dozen
Military was gone and democracy
powerful right-wing "warlords" who
was back with Karamanlis.
had small private armies for attacks
I want to talk about one final
on Turkish enclaves.
point: Greeks and Turks, we look
• In 1974, a week prior to the inlike each other, we laugh at the
vasion, Sampson—a 39-year-old prosame things, we have the same food, fessional assassin, fanatical foe of the
we both share the beautiful mediter- Turks, and notorious terroristranean coasts. But, because of peocame into power by a right-wing
ple like you, Louvieri, we have to be coup, replacing archbishop Makarios
enemies.
who managed to flee the island. The
What are you trying to do? You
installation of a known puppet of
know The Tiger is a publication
the Greek junta was ample proof
which is open to everybody, and
that the coup had been planned in
some Turkish people are living in
Athens.
this area. I think you show poor
On July 20, 1974, that is exactly
taste by using dramatic phrases like what the Turkish troop3 were forced
"They bombed churches and hosto do.
pitals and killed in this war."
A week after this "act of force,"
the military junta in Greece reAli Murat Atay signed, and Karamanlis, after being
named Premier, recognized Makarios
as President of Cyprus to demonstrate the new regime's reversal of
I was appalled at the context of
policy.
the article written by guest writer
As you can see, after all the pieces
Zoe Andrea Louveri in the last issue
are put together, the so-called
of The Tiger. The article on "Love
"Turkish part" of Cyprus is not
Island" could as well have been tireally a "stolen part."
tled "Hate Island" since that is
It is about time to bury the bitter
what it has preached—hate.
memories of the past. You should
Most of the article, besides its des- stop being an advocate of war. We
protic and insulting tone, was full of
should all stop making the same
historical inaccuracies and was used
mistakes over and over again. Time
as a means to transmit the author's
is running out.
prejudices to the reader. Worst of
all, it defied the purpose of the colCem Yegul
umn in which it was printed. It
should not have informed the reader
about one's political prejudices.
It is with great concern that I feel
Since I found the article mostly
compelled
to respond to the degraddeceiving, I feel obligated to list
ing,
highly
offensive letter printed in
some important events that led up
the
Oct.
18
issue of The Tiger. The
to the Cyprus invasion:
article,
to
refresh
certain memories,
• When Britain granted Cyprus
see
More
Letters,
page 6
independence in 1960, Greece and

'Hate Island'
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More Letters
For the administration, the black
was entitled "discrimination."
engineering professor can serve as
Recapping the situation, we have
an intermediary between Clemson
two individuals showing interest in
University and black businesses and
sorority rush (both girls I am asorganizations which can provide
suming are freshmen). The author
funding to promote minority
stated, "When I arrived at Clemson recruitment.
this fall I was suddenly confused.
Universities are finding difficulty
My other roommate and I both
matching salaries with industry in
wanted to be part of Kappa Kappa
obtaining engineering professors.
Gamma, but were told by an upper- Funding from governmental sources
classman to reconsider because it's
was provided to Clemson University
just not done in the Kappa (referring to for just the purpose of attracting a
the selection of blacks)."
black professor to teach here. The
In regard to the direct reference to university now has one less
Kappa Kappa Gamma, I find myself professor. Where did the money go?
appalled and filled with disbelief! I
Clemson University has prowish to clarify, for the condemning
gressed much in two decades, but it
writer, a few substantial facts. The
still has a long way to go. I
issue at hand, if I am correct in
challenge the administration and the
assuming, is "discrimination." The
College of Engineering to locate and
term itself is defined as "unfair
hire a black engineering faculty
treatment of a person, racial group,
member for the next academic year.
or minority."
The need is an immediate one.
Now, I ask you to solve a simple
Curtis Middleton
sylogism. The total number of black
girls registered for sorority rush
through the Panhellenic system for
the year 1984 was zero. And Kappa
As we were meandering through
Kappa Gamma invited every registered freshman to the first round of the narrow cobblestoned streets of
Freiburg yesterday, the familiar
parties.
sound
of a banjo in the distance
The point of interest is how
caught
our ears. Suddenly, home
Kappa Kappa Gamma, if discriminadidn't seem so far away.
tion can be correlated to invitation,
The music lead us to a four-piece
can be accused of discrimination!
folkband
playing before a crowd on
Funny, isn't it?
the
street.
What we had thought to
As a suggestion for my anonybe
Kentucky
Bluegrass turned out
mous, narrow-minded writer, I
to be Irish folkmusic, but, somehow,
would opt to weigh capricious sugit didn't matter.
gestions based on heresay and inThe melodies were similar, and our
complete fact more thoroughly. I
forefathers'
culture seemed less
question why any sorority name
distant.
The
music is only one
should be used solely as a target of
example.
We
spent the afternoon
attack.
Let's get the communication open, listening to a combination of
European and American music; the
and open wide to avoid feelings of
English fiddler introduced his Irish
this nature. Search for answers to
tunes in broken German. The crisp
those judgements from reliable
weather,
the lively music . . .
sources . . . not inconsistent inclapping
and
clogging naturally
fluences!
came to us.
We would like to thank all of the
Sue Shuttlesworth
many
people who have made our
President of Kappa Kappa Gamma
Fullbright experiences possible,
particularly Dr. Margit Sinka of the
language department, who every
year spends countless hours
With the departure of
supporting, proof-reading, and
Dr. Soronadi Nnaji from the
editing study abroad applications.
department of civil engineering,
The past successes have been
Clemson University is without a
largely
because of Dr. Sinka's
black engineering faculty member.
support
and efforts, which are done
His departure to teach at Florida
A &M creates a problem that cannot entirely on a voluntary basis. We
would like to wish this year's study
be overlooked. If Clemson
abroad applicants much success and
University is to meet its
the opportunity to experience folkgovernment quota of minority
music on a cobblestoned street.
students, the need for a black
engineering professor must be
Kathy Heinsohn
satisfied.
Eva Price
It is evident from the enrollment
at other universities that blacky
professors attract black students.
There are several reasons for this
attraction. The black professor is a
Our grandparents grew up in an
role model for the black student.
America rich in opportunity and
With almost half the number of
lush with patriotism. They saw us
black students at Clemson
forced into two world wars, and they
University majoring in engineering, were witnesses to millions of
the black engineering faculty
American men and women actually
member will be someone who has a standing in line for the privilege of
similar background and who has
risking death in defense of our great
already met the same challenges
social system.
that black students will face in the
Our youths were proud to serve
engineering world. He or she will be and to vote; their parents considered
someone who "has been there."
it all "Patriotic Duty" among the>
continued from page 5

Thank you

Black needed

Vote desired

attitudes commonly attributed to
Americans. We have changed.
Today, over half of all eligible
voters have so little faith in the
American political structure that
they do not even bother to vote.
Parents counsel their children on
how to avoid military service.
The Democrats and Republicans
are so divided within their own
ranks that it is no longer clear what
any given member of these groups
actually stands for. Our government
no longer functions in unity, and
provides little inspiration for the
people to be united; we are becoming
a disarray of special-interest groups
scrambling for a slice of
"power-pie."
|
In the midst of all the confusion,
perhaps because of it, the American
people have provided an alternative.
Exactly as described in the
Declaration of Independence, the
people have provided for the
changes needed to restore liberty
and reinstate American patriotism.
America has become a three-party
system. Americans now have the option to vote for candidates who are
not committed to power, but to
patriotism.
The Libertarians are among us,
and selflessly committed to the
restoration, in this great nation, of
the same freedoms enjoyed by our
grandparents.
It is my privilege to be the Libertarian candidate for the people of
South Carolina in the Third Congressional District. It is my duty and
honor to provide an alternative to
the citizens of my district who
believe in the individual before the
state, and who long to once again
know the pride of patriotism.
I, Robert G. Madden, believe in
the fundamental principles of individual freedom, the rights of property, and the liberty to trade freely
and honestly with my neighbors. I
will fight for these rights in the
Third District, regardless of personal inconvenience of organized
adversity.
I will keep the voters informed at
all times, and represent their interests, with or without compensation, and at no time allow myself to
be swept into the undertow of expediency and professional politics.
Your vote for a Libertarian will be
a vote for freedom from government
intervention in your private and
business life and a step towards the
assurances of true Liberty for all of
our children.
Robert G. Madden

Reagan costs
As one of the medical students in
Grenada at this time last year, I am
deeply concerned about the so-called
"Student Liberation Days" being
organized on college campuses by
right-wing groups, purportedly to
celebrate the United States invasion
of Grenada.
Whether my life and those of my
fellow medical students were endangered by the coup that overthrew Maurice Bishop is very much
open to question. It is clear,

however, that our "liberation" by
the Reagan Administration came at
a terrible cost: dozens of young
American, Cuban, and Grenadian
lives.
That is a fact that the people
organizing "Student Liberation
Day" may not want you to know.
Nor may they want you to know the
course they'd like to see our nation
follow in other parts of Latin
America, namely such places as
Nicaragua, El Salvador and
Honduras.
If American troops are sent to
those countries as some would like,
they won't be facing a few hundred
glorified policemen amd Cuban construction workers as they did on
Grenada. They won't be fighting on
a sunny tropical island as they did
on Grenada.
If American troops are sent to
Central America, it's more likely
they will fight thousands of welltrained soldiers and guerillas willing
to give everything to defend their
homelands and their ideals.
As in Viet Nam, American
soldiers will face the uncertainty of
whether the peasants in the village
before them are friend or foe. They
will battle again in scorching heat,
dense and hilly terrain, and unfamiliar territory.
Polls show that most students, as
well as the majority of Americans,
want peace in Central America
through political and diplomatic
means, not more bloodshed through
clumsy and misguided American intervention. If the organizers behind
"Student Liberation Day" mean to
suggest through their mindless
celebration of the invasion of
Grenada that students support
military adventures on behalf of unpopular and repressive dictators in
Central America, I suggest they ask
students first.
Instead of celebrating the liberation of students, their actions only
encourage the decimation of students. The publicity from their
rallies, if not countered immediately,
encourages the worst tendencies of
our government to believe it will be
politically acceptable to send us off
to war.
They should recognize, as El
Salvadoran president Jose Napolean
Duarte has, that hundreds of years
of poverty, exploitation, and despair
are at the roots of the conflict in
Central America, not the struggle
between foreign ideologies. They
should recognize, as most students
do, that it only hurts the prospects
for peace when our government supports those who have the most to
gain by continued bloodshed: the
contras in Nicaragua and the
government-tolerated death squads
in El Salvador and elsewhere.
There still is time to act before
our government sends us on a hopeless mission in Central America.
Regardless of the foolishness of
these right-wing "Student Liberation Days," let us ensure that our
country not repeat the mistakes of
the past by getting involved in an
endless war on the wrong side of the
battle.
Morty Weissfelner
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Union plaza preacher answers questions
this campus?
But Jesse Jackson used more verses in his speech at the
Yes, there's too much emphasis on a lot of things- Democratic convention than the entire Republican confootball, drinking, sex. God certainly isn't against football vention knows. He even bordered on blasphemy. He said,
His name is not familiar, but most students have seen and I'm not either. I enjoy watching the Tigers play, and I
"If I be lifted up, I will draw all men unto myself." That's
or heard him. Steve Nelson comes regularly to the univer- go to the games just like everyone else. But the Bible says
a direct quote from Christ. I feel it's unjust for them to
sity to preach in the union plaza.
that if we spend too much time putting one thing above criticize the Republicans for using religion when they do
God, it's an idol. And I think Clemson football has become the same thing themselves.
an idol to many people. That's why, when the ACC
justifiably puts Clemson on probation, people just get all —What do you think of Geraldine Ferraro? Do you think
upset.
that women should still be primarily concerned with the
He is one of three pastors at Clemson Fellowship
home?
Church, and he works with the Clemson Christian Fellow—What do you think of the recent laws raising the legal
A woman's place is not only in a home but beside a
ship student organization.
drinking age?
man. I think God created man and women equal but with
I'm glad they've raised the age. I think it'll help some,
—You are vehemently opposed to abortion. Are you in but if people want to drink they will, because of peer different roles. I think from the beginning God chose
favor of capital punishment? If so, how do you reconcile pressure or because they're lonely or whatever. I think woman to be a helpmate.
As far as Ferraro goes, I don't think it's wise for a
this with your stand on abortion? Are they both murder? when people come to Christ they will choose not to drink.
woman to try to exercise leadership or power over a man. I
The Bible says clearly that a fetus is a person and this
means that abortion is murder. The Bible says we are not —What does your job entail? What do you do when you're think that when a woman steps out of her natural role, she
will become unfulfilled, despite objections to the contrary.
to commit murder, but it doesn't say that we can't kill. If not here preaching?
Therefore, I think Ferraro is in a very dangerous position.
that were the case, God would be guilty of breaking that
Two other men and myself are pastors at Clemson Satan would certainly take advantage of the situation
commandment because he's killed many people. He Fellowship Church, and we have a student organization
doesn't take pleasure in death. He wants all to have life, Clemson Christian Fellowship on campus. My first priority because we would be spiritually weak.
and he's very angry at the millions of abortions that have is to my family—to provide for my wife and four children.
—Do you favor sex education in schools?
been performed. My second responsibility is to my fellow pastors. We've
No, I don't. I think we, as families, have abdicated the
There is a big difference between abortion and capital found great benefit in working together. Basically, I
punishment. The unborn child has committed no crime. teach, preach, counsel, and try to spread the gospel as far responsibility of educating our children about sex. I don't
think sex education teaches morality, so I don't think it's
The murderer or the rapist has chosen to break the law. as possible.
wise to have that sort of thing taught even at the college
The Bible calls for capital punishment in these cases.
Capital punishment won't prevent murder from tak- —You're aware that you make some people nervous. What level. A person may be well trained sexually but have no
ing place just as anti-abortion laws won't prevent abor- could you tell them about yourself to put them at ease? s«nse of responsibility about it.
tion from taking place. The answer is Jesus Christ. When
That's a good question. We don't want to make people
HA •a person turns to Him, it changes the person and makes nervous or uncomfortable. What we do is ask questions.
them less selfish to where they value other life.
We want people to disagree with us, to speak up and
DIITIHr*
discuss the controversial issues with us. That makes the
—You obviously aren't afraid of speaking in public. Have difference right there. We're not coming out and
you always been this outgoing?
preaching down to people. We want to have an open
No, I haven't been. Actually, it's been just the op- forum. We really don't want to intimidate people.
posite. That's why I know it's God who is doing this, God
motivating me. He has changed my life in so many good —What are some of your other interests?
ways—not just spiritually but in practical ways as well.
I've always enjoyed fishing and hunting. I love to
I want to share with others all that He has done for hunt deer and to fish for bass and trout. I like to run. I
me. We really believe there is a heaven and a hell and that still play soccer when I can. I especially like to do things
people are going to spend eternity in one of the other. with my family.
That's why we seem so radical, so extreme.
—Why exactly do you dislike rock music?
—When did you become born again, or did you grow up in a
Actually, I used to be an avid rock fan. I used to love
religious atmosphere?
it. What concerns me about rock music now is how it inI grew up in a Presbyterian environment. It was in fluences people—to be disrespectful to their parents, to
high school while I was living in Atlanta that I first heard lean toward alcohol, drugs, and sex, and basically just to
about Christ dying on the cross for my sins. I was very be more selfish. The performers' lifestyles and songs that
moved emotionally, but I didn't really come to know advocate violence and sexual immorality are bound to be
Christ until my sophomore year at Clemson. Up until then influential.
religion was generally very boring to me, and some
religion is still boring to me now. I became a Christian —Michael Jackson doesn't smoke, drink, or lead a wild life.
because of the difference I saw in people's lives and how Do you think he's harmful?
attractive their lives seemed.
I don't know to what extent Michael Jackson's music
is harmful, but it's the god-like image that he has that
—Did you enjoy your days as a student here at Clemson? concerns me. Every major performer has had the tendency
I came here with six friends to play soccer for Coach to take the glory, honor, and the recognition for himself,
Ibrahim, and I thoroughly enjoyed the game, and I and that is very dangerous.
thoroughly enjoyed my four years here as a student. I had
a lot of friends. I was an average student. I went down- —How long do you intend to be the "Harcombe preacher"?
As long as I live here I'll continue to speak publicly.
town to the bars some and I dated some. It was a lot
harder to get a date then than it would be now. The Time is running out. I feel the world will end before the
turn of the century, so it's imperative that we get the
percentage of girls on campus was low.
I majored in zoology for about a year and a half until I message through to as many people as possible. But I'll
hit organic chemistry. Well, I flunked that. I wasn't very probably only be here another year or two.
disciplined at the time, and I put very little time into
studying. I changed my major to sociology but decided —To what extent do you think religion is being used for
that wasn't for me, either. I then switched to parks political purposes this election year?
It really burns when I hear people like Jesse Jackson
management and graduated in RPA.
and Walter Mondale coming down on President Reagan
Steve Nelson
—Do you think there's too much emphasis on football on and others for their involvement with Christian affairs.
by Steve Collins
assistant news editor
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Dovey Croakett got the jump on the
competition by leaping farther than
any other frog-20 feet 3 inches at
the annual Calaveras Jumping
Jubilee at Angels Camp in
California in May 1976.
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AT& T gets the jump on the
competition, too, so you'll get
more mileage for your money You'll
save 40% evenings-60% nights
and weekends-plus sen/ice that's leap
years ahead.
For information on AT&T Long Distance
Service call 800 222-0300.

The more you hear the better we sound.

From the Guinness Book of World Records, £ 1983
by Sterling Publishing Company, Inc., New York, NY.
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Congressman speaks on campaign issues
creased inflation. "We need to make sure
we don't have two years of that [bad
economic conditions], two years of uneven
Third District Congressman Butler recovery, and then go back."
Stating he was for the balanced budget
Derrick made a campaign trip to the
university Tuesday, Oct. 30, where he cri- amendment, Derrick answered questions
ticized the Reagan administration for its concerning his voting record. Voting
deficits, spoke on his push for the bal- eight out of nine times against a balanced
anced budget amendment, and defended budget, Derrick said he was voting
his record of 10 years in the United States against balancing the budget for the year.
"If the cuts were made in one year, it
Congress.
One thing America faces is its tremen- would throw the entire economy into
dous deficit, which is now up to almost catastrophe. There is nothing wrong with
200 billion, he said. "It should be our credit," he said, "but you have to stop
number one domestic consideration. We somewhere."
In addition to national problems,
will not be able to provide jobs eventually
Derrick addressed the problem of nuclear
with these deficits."
Derrick said the deficits will lead to and toxic waste dumping in the state.
either increased interest rates or in- "We are a dump for nuclear and toxic
by Bob Adams
news editor

Alcohol violation
arrests made at game
by Vineeta Ambasht
editorial editor
Richard Benson Vanderhoof
Jr. was arrested and charged
with simple possession of marijuana during the homecoming
game Oct. 20. Also, arrested
minors in possession of alcohol
included John Eric Beaman,
James Lewis Johnson, Jack
Arthur Hamilton Jr., Andrew
Edward Bylenga, Timothy
Gerard Burke, Robert Andrew
Cipollone, Dale Allen Adcox,
Jeffrey Clay Jones, and Jeffrey
Allen Crane.

Police Beat
The following were arrested for
unlawful possession of liquor at
the homecoming game: Otis
Bryan McSwain, Randy Joe Collins,
Frank Arromanus Lyles Jr.,
James Perry White III, Richard
Derek Bowen, Neal Gardiner
Anderson, Glenn Scott Thomason,
and Michelle Alice Diza. Kelly
Bennett Duke and Kenneth Martin
Borick were arrested for disorderly conduct.
Peter W. Gonzalez was arrested Oct. 18 and charged with
simple assault for throwing ice
cream. Gonzalez pleaded guilty
Oct. 23 and was fined. James
Virgil Hamilton was arrested
Oct. 22 and charged for prowling
and being a peeping torn.
John Joel Rogers was charged
with simple assault when he was
arrested Oct. 24.
Numerous automobile accidents have occurred on and

around campus: Paul Clayton
Soles and Isaac Keasler near
Calhoun Courts' construction
Oct. 16, Keith Edward Lee and
Binford Jennings at Hwy. 93 and
Parkway Oct. 18.
Accidents occurring Oct. 19 in
volved Christine Grewcock in the
lot behind Freeman, Donna
Whitfield Emory and J.C. Campbell
at Perimeter Road and A Street,
Jean B. Kinard and Miriam Carol
Coble in the R-2 lot, and Judith
Shoots Smith and Phillip Henry
Allen on Perimeter Road near
Littlejohn Coliseum.
An accident occurred between
Deborah Paige Dunagen and
Rampey E. Thomas at Hwy. 93
and Calhoun Drive Oct. 22.
Hwy. 76 at Perimeter Road was
the site of Laura Hochheimer and
Jeffrey Allen Griffith's accident
Oct. 23.
Two days later, Bradford
George Webb Jr. and Jane
Elizabeth Joseph collided on
Klugh Ave. Sallie Yates Box and
James Arnold Maghburn had an
accident at Hwy. 93 and South
Palmetto Oct. 26.
Michael Vincent Minnicle and
Elizabeth Ann Triplett collided
on South Palmetto Boulevard
Oct. 27. Jack Kevin Bledsoe and
James Hillery Grant were involved
in an accident Sunday behind
Schilleter.
University Police Investigator
Thea McCrary said that police
have been very busy since
homecoming. Also, according to
McCrary, drivers who remove a
barricade to drive beyond can
have four points taken off their
licenses.

Fame
continued from page one
honored with the Clemson Medallion, Distinguished Alumni
Award, Progressive Farmer manof-the-year in agriculture, and as
a member of the NCAA Theodore
Roosevelt Awards jury.
Hendley of Greenville was a
blocking back on the football
team and a catcher for the baseballers. He played in the 1949
Gator Bowl game and the 1951
Orange Bowl classic. He won the
Jacobs Blocking Trophy for the
both the State of South Carolina
and the South Conference.
Hendley had a lifetime batting
average in baseball of .331. One
of Hendley's six children,
Richard, was a punter on the

1981 Clemson national championship team, and the only
known father and son duo to play
on two winning Orange Bowl
teams.
Hudson played football from
1954 to 1956 and ran track in
1955. He was an all-state tackle
and was on the 1956 ACC championship team, which played in
the Orange Bowl.
After his senior year in 1957,
Hudson played in the Senior
Bowl in Mobile. A native of
North Charleston, but now a resident of Spartantburg, Hudson is
chairman of the board of Diversoo, Inc. His son, Alex, lettered
in football at Clemson in
1980-82-83.

waste, there is no other way to put it."
The first legislation for low-level waste
disposal was introduced into the state by
Derrick.
Bringing the issues closer to home,
the congressman told of his work for a
labeling bill to help the ailing textile industry. The bill will have labels placed in
the items and on catalog layouts stating
that the goods are "U.S. Made."
"People think of textiles as being an old
industry, but it is still 47 percent of
South Carolina's gross output. We are expected to lose a couple of thousand jobs
before the beginning of the year. That will
put us at our lowest point since 1940."
Derrick also criticized the present state
of national defenses. The volunteer army

is not working, he said. The armed forces
are not getting the quality of people it will
take to master the advanced equipment
that we have.
"I don't see why people wouldn't want
to give a year or a year and a half for their
country."
"I think the greatest problem the world
faces today is the accelerated nuclear
arms race. When politicians spend so
much money, they will have to use the
stuff as a justification."
The cost of the B-l bomber caused
Derrick to vote against it, he said. "I
believe in a strong national defense, not a
wasteful one. Think what $400 million
dollars (the cost of a B-l bomber) would do
for education in South Carolina."

Priest speaks on exorcism
by Sue Polevy
office manager
"Diabolical Possession and Exorcism" was the topic for a
speech given by Father John
Nicola Tuesday evening in
Tillman Hall Auditorium.
The foremost expert on exorcism, Father Nicola was the
technical consultant for the
movie The Exorcist and is the
author of two books on the subject of exorcism.
Nicola is currently the Headmaster in Washington, D.C. and
holds degrees in Philosophy,
Theology, and Educational
Psychology from Loyola College.
One of the first exorcisms
Father Nicola observed was with
a 16-year-old girl in Italy.
Another priest performed the exorcism, "but," said Nicola, "the
girl turned on me."
The girl experienced the
"typical" effects of possession,
said Nicola: she began with a
seizure with her eyes rolling
back; her arms and legs became
very strong; her facial features
became distorted; and then her
voice changed to a deep bass.
Having never met Father Nicola,
the girl said to him, "Oh, look
who we have here today. We have
an American priest. He's from
Chicago."
One explanation of exorcism,
said Nicola, is "the possibility of
the existence of a spiritual
being." It is like a ladder with
nature possessing "innerdynamic growth." Animals tell
us more of our Creator, said
Nicola, and have "perfection of
sensual knowledge." Man, then,
creates the "bridge between the
material and the spiritual
world." Nicola then went on to
explain the "existence of a missing link in which God presents
them with a choice—freedom.
Here, some angels become devils
and demons."
Devils have powers of a diabolical possession. The creature
hypnotizes us, and we have no
use of our free will. He acts
through us, said Nicola. "When a
devil possesses people, he hypnotizes them."
The movie was based on
Ronnie, a 12-year-old boy in
Maryland. The possession began
with noises, moving objects, and
Ronnie's personality beginning
to change. He was taken to a doctor who found nothing extraordinary, and was then refered to a
psychologist.
Ronnie then began having
seizures, spasms, and contor-

photo by Trey Beckman, staff photographer

Father Nicola, who served as technical consultant for 'The
Exorcist,' spoke on demons and possession as the second Speakers'
Bureau speaker.

tions. His family called upon a
St. Louis. There be became close
pastor and a priest who were willto one of the brother's helping in
ing to visit Ronnie. As the
the exorcism who taught him of
mother hung up the mens coats,
God and angels.
they were "knocked over by
In April 1950, Ronnie, after
some force," said Nicola. They
"waking up" from a seizure, told
went home, and two days later
the brother that he just had a
were able to see Ronnie.
beautiful dream. There was a
Ronnie now showed multiple
man in all white, holding a sword
personality characteristics. He with fire flaming from it. The
identified himself as a demon,
man's name was Michael, and he
and showed signs of possession, put creatures down in a pit.
said Nicola. "Ronnie was mani- Michael told Ronnie, "This afternoon, I'll be free of my troubles."
festing a diabolical person."
They decided to perform an exorAt about 3:30 that same day, a
noise like a rifle shot was heard.
cism.
Many calls were made to vari- Ronnie sat up and said, "Where
ous hospitals, but Georgetown am I? What happened?" From
Hospital was the only one that then on, Ronnie was never abnorwould allow an exorcism to be mal again, said Nicola.
Demons seem to possess the
done.
The first night of the exorcism, very simple, very innocent peoRonnie was tied down to his bed. ple, said Nicola. When asked
But he seemed to come back to why, Nicola said that no one
his normal self, said Nicola, and knows, but that it seems to be
asked to be unleashed because he "out of spite to show extraorhad to sneeze. Immediately after dinary powers."
he was untied, Ronnie became
This type of possession is a
violent, grabbed a spring from rarity in religious life, said
beneath the bed, and slashed one Nicola. No one really knows if
of the priest's arm, causing him demonic possession truly exists.
"In these situations, people are
to have over 100 stitches.
News broke out that Bonnie subject to hallucinations. We
was in Georgetown; he was then . hope we're making the proper
moved to bi-> aunt's house in decisions."
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Summer study abroad set
by Miriam Watson
features editor
Applications for six-week summer school programs in France or
Spain are now being accepted by
the language department. These
six-credit programs are being
directed by Dr. Gaston
Fernandez and Professor
Jacques Macy.
Fernandez, director of the
Spanish trip, said both programs
will help make students aware of
the customs and way of living in
other countries. "Students will
be able to learn more about the
language they have been learning
here in classes. It is also a good
time for traveling because of the
strength of the American dollar
being what it is today," he said.
The first trip is planned for
Strasbourg, France, from May 18
to June 29. Macy, director of the
French trip, said students will be
placed with individual French
families in Strasbourg.
"This will allow them to increase their language skills by
speaking French on a daily basis.
They will gain first-hand experience about all aspects of French
family living," Macy said.
Strasbourg is located on the
Rhine River, the border between
France and Germany, providing
students with an opportunity to
visit Germany. They will also
visit the nearby provinces of
Lorraine, Champagne, and
Burgundy, with the towns of

Nancy, Reims, and Dijon.
They will also visit the surrounding plain of Alsace and the
neighboring mountains of the
Vosges with their world famous
vineyards of white wines, their
middle age castles and fortresses, and many churches and
cathedrals, Macy said.
A major trip is planned for a
visit to Paris. The group will stay
in a Left Bank hotel in the heart
of the Latin Quarter. The Eiffel
Tower, Beaubourg, and Notre
Dame, among others, are places
of interest listed on the agenda
for touring.
The second trip will be to
Madrid, Spain, from July 3 to
August 14. This is the first
Clemson summer program to be
conducted in Spain.
Students will stay five weeks
at the Colegio Mayor "Marques
de la Ensenada," a dormitory
located 10 minutes from downtown Madrid. Students will have
access to a swimming pool, tennis and basketball courts, a dining hall and cafeteria, and maid
service.
During the stay, students will
have the opportunity to visit
numerous places such as the
Hapsburg quarter with the
famous Puerta de Sol and Plaza
Mayor, Salamanca quarter, and
the Royal Palace, to name only a
few, Fernandez said. Students
will have the chance to spend
time browsing the ample avenues

of Salamanca where there are
many boutiques, fashionable
shops, chic bars, cafeterias, and
discotheques.
One-day tours will include
Toledo, Avila, Segoria, La Granja,
and Valle de Los Caidos. During
the sixth week a major trip is
planned for a tour of Southern
Spain.
Departing from Madrid, students will visit the famous
Mezquita, a mosque, in Cordoba.
From Cordoba, students will
travel to Seville for a two-night
stay.
The tour will then continue to
Torremolinos Beach in the Costa
del Sol for another two nights,
and the final night will be spent
in Granada.
In both countries students will
take six hours of Clemson academic credit. Classes will be held
four or five days per week.
Regardless of language level,
all students will be expected to
enroll in French or Spanish 398,
contemporary studies of the
politics, society, and culture of
the respective countries.
In addition, students will
choose between a 201 language
level course or 498, an independent study course.
Interested students should
contact Fernandez at 304 Strode
Tower, Macy at 313 Strode, or
the department of languages for
application procedures and cost
estimates.

Bowl-a-thon sponsored for charity
by Ernest Gibbs
staff writer
The Chi Zeta chapter of Omega
Psi Phi fraternity sponsored a
bowl-a-thon for Muscular
Dystrophy Oct. 18.
In the bowl-a-thon students
were asked to sponsor one or

more of the fraternity brothers.
Sponsorship consisted of the
number of pins knocked down or
just a general donation.
About 30 students participated in the bowl-a-thon, and
total receipts are expected to
reach $1,000. Darryl Robinson,
Basilius of the fraternity, was

pleased with the amount of support they recieved. "The students have been very supportive,
and we're very grateful for their
involvement," Robinson said.
The fraternity plans to make
this a yearly project and also
plans to have some more fund
raisers during the year.

HUDDLE HOUSE

®

GRAND OPENING
THURSDAY, NOV. 8
%% 5:00 A.M. fit

OPEN 24 HOURS
FOR YOUR
LATE-NIGHT APPETITE
HUDDLE HOUSE
OF CLEMSON
"THE BEST FOOD YET"

photo by Bryan Sifford, staff photographer

Liberation Day
Mark Rubinetti, one of the students rescued from Grenada last
year, spoke in the union plaza as part of a nationwide Student
Liberation Day. The event was sponsored by the USA Foundation.
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German ambassador Dairy Products team places
speaks on NATO
by Jon Loughmiller
copy editor

Gunther van Well, the West
German ambassador, spoke
Tuesday, Oct. 30, about "The
Reliance of NATO in the 80s and
Beyond." The lecture was part of
a series of lectures at Clemson
this week sponsored by the
Strom Thurmond Institute. All
of the lectures were about NATO
and were sponsored at Clemson
in order to increase awareness
and appreciation of NATO.
The ambassador's speech was
held in Lee Hall Auditorium to a
packed house, and began with
the reading of a telegram from
Senator Strom Thurmond, who
welcomed the German ambassador and thanked him for coming to Clemson.
After the reading of the telegram, University President Bill
Atchley introduced Ambassador
van Well, giving a brief history of
the ambassador's accomplishments. The ambassador is currently serving as the permanent
representative of his country, the
Federal Republic of Germany, at
NATO.
The ambassador began by
thanking Senator Thurmond for
his role in hosting the West German president's most recent visit
to the United States and for his
role in the tricentennial celebration of German immigration to
the United States. He also said
he was very touched by Senator
Thurmond's telegram.
Ambassador van Well started
his speech by saying that the
European continent had not seen
a war since 1945, and that the
peace was due largely because of
the presence of NATO. "Today,
nobody is talking crisis," he said.
"It [NATO] has two main functions: to deter aggression by
maintaining adequate military
strength and political solidarity,
and to pursue, through dialogue,
progress for a more stable atmosphere.
Maintaining adequate military
strength is a function of military
equilibrium, according to Ambassador van Well. "NATO is
purely a defensive alliance, but it
will have to maintain a balance of
conventional and nuclear weapons
between Eastern and Western
Europe," he said. "The only longterm answer for peace is balance."
The ambassador also emphasized dialogue as a necessary
step toward peace. "There will
continue to be fundamental differences between East and West,
but there will also be areas of
common interest." Focusing on
areas of common interest, according to the ambassador, will help
to keep dialogue open and maintain peace.
On the subject of dialogue, one
member of the audience asked
why the East German president
did not follow through on his recent plans to visit West Germany.
Ambassador van Well said that
the visit may have needed more
planning. He added that dialogue
will continue between both sides
of Germany, and that relations
between East and West
Germany are very important for
Eastern and Western Europe, as
a whole, and for the two major
superpowers, the U.S.S.R and
the United States.
Ambassador van Well also

spoke about the meaning of
NATO to West Germany. NATO
keeps open "the realization of the
right to self-determination for all
Germans," he said. "It is the indispensable cornerstone of our
security."
Ambassador van Well emphasized the role of the United
States in NATO. "The European
community should keep in mind
that the support of the United
States is not a matter of course."
He said that the United States
originally tended to follow a
policy of isolation, and that
Europe needs the partnership of
the United States.
When questioned about the
demonstrations in West Germany
against United States military
power, the ambassador said that
the demonstrators are a minority
and that all democratic countries
have an element of opposition or
even radicalism.
The ambassador was also
asked a question about whether
the West Germans favored President Reagan in the upcoming national election. "As an ambassador to the United States, I am
duty-bound not to interfere with
United States internal matters,"
he said. However, he did say that
Reagan's term as president has
been one of "mutual good. We
have had 3lA years of cooperation."

by Ernest Gibbs
staff writer

Students from the department
of dairy science placed fourth
and 11th in two competitions
held during October.
Rules for both contests were
basically the same: each school
participating had three-member
teams who sampled six different
dairy products. Swiss-style
yogurt, cottage cheese, ice
cream, cheddar cheese, butter,
and milk were the products
judged.
The dairy products had been
scored previously by officials,
and students were evaluated on
how close they came to the officials' scores. Maribell Cornett,
senior; John Hanckel, junior; and
Rebecca Sons, senior, represented the university.
The first contest, held Oct. 6 at
Mississippi State University,
was the American Dairy Sciences
Association Dairy Products
Evaluation contest. Six teams
photo by Bryan Sifford, staff photographer
participated with the Clemson
Maribe Cornett a senior dairy science major, practices for one of
team placing fourth.
the dairy science competitions.
In individual events Cornett
Cornett placed ninth and Sons
placed first in cottage cheese, ation Evaluation Contest, was
fifth in butter, and seventh in held in San Francisco. Nineteen placed 13th in butter. Sons also
teams participated in the con- placed ninth in cottage cheese.
overall products.
The second contest, the Inter- test, held Oct. 15. The Clemson As a team, the dairy students
placed seventh in butter.
Collegiate Dairy Sciences Associ- team placed 11th.

WE WOULD LIKE TO WELCOME
SUSAN THOMAS TO OUR STAFF . . .
SPECIALIZING IN SCULPTURED NAILS,
NAIL TIPS, AND MANICURES

ELINOR BARON

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
'Walk-ins welcome!
108 College Ave. next door to Mr. Knickerbocker's

Studios -1-, 2-, and 3Bedroom Apartments
and Townhouses
Calhoun and
Goldenwoods Areas
Studios
1-Bedroom . . .
2-Bedroom . . .
3-Bedroom . . .

$170-$180
$220-$230
$265-$280
$330-$395

654-4602
P.O. Box 1331
Clemson, South Carolina

London School of Economics
and Political Science
A chance to study and live in London
Junior-year programs. Postgraduate Diplomas.
One-Year Masters Degrees and Research
Opportunities in the Social Sciences.
The wide range of subjects includes:
Accounting and Finance • Actuarial Science •
Anthropology • Business Studies • Economics •
Econometrics • Economic History • European
Studies • Geography • Government • Industrial
Relations • International History * International
Relations • Law • Management Science • Operational
Research • Personnel Management • Philosophy •
Population Studies • Politics • Regional and Urban
Planning Studies • Sea-Use Policy • Social
Administration • Social Planning in Developing
Countries • Social Work • Sociology • Social
Psychology • Statistical and Mathematical Sciences •
Systems Anaylsis •
Application forms from:
Admissions Registrar, L.S.E., Houghton Street,
London WC2A 2AE, England, stating whether
undergraduate or postgraduate
and quoting Room 10.

VLSE
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Campus Bulletin

Editor's note: Campus Bulletin will appear in the newspaper each week. The announcements section is for any upcoming
events such as meetings and deadlines.
Personals are any messages you wish to
send to someone. The classified section is
for anything that is not an announcement
or a personal Announcements are free;
classifieds and personals cost 10 cents per
word for students, faculty, and staff
and 20 cents per word for others. All
material for the Campus Bulletin must be
mailed to Sue Polevy, Tiger office
manager, Box 2097, University Station,
Clemson, S.C. 29632 or brought by the
Tiger office, 906 University Union.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Clinics for YMCA Youth Basketball programs of each age group for first through
eight grades will begin Nov. 5 at the
recreation area and continue through
Nov. 15. The YMCA welcomes family involvement in its youth programs as
coaches, referees, scorekeepers, or team
managers. For more information about
YMCA programs, please call 654-2361 or
656-2460.
The B'rai B'rith-Hillel Student
Organization invites interested students
to the Y-theatre's showing of "Yentl,"
Thursday, Nov. 8, at 7 p.m. There will be
pizza afterward. For more information
call David at 6580 or Jeff at 7314.
The Tiger's Variety issue competition is
underway. Send materials to the attention of the editor in chief- All material
must include the name, address, class,
and phone number of the artist or author.
There is still time to sign up for the
Alphine Skiing courses-LS 130/230.

applying for a resident assistant position
for the spring semester 1985 must attend
a brief meeting on Wednesday, Nov. 7, at
6 p.m. in the Student Senate Chambers.
Information about job openings will be
discussed and applications will be
distributed. Please call the Housing Office at 656-2295 if you have questions.

Course dates are Dec. 16-20,1984. Cost is
$158. See Clemson University Catalog for
details or call PRTM Department at 3400.
The annual YMCA Fresh Citrus Sale is
now in progress and will run through Nov.
26. U.S. #1 grade tree-ripened, freshpicked citrus will arrive direct from
Florida groves in early December. Order
selections and get cost information by
calling 654-2361 or by dropping by the
Holtzendorff YMCA Center.

Business for sale; four years established. Retail and consignment. Located
in Clemson. Great for student. Low price.
Call 654-6817.

The Tiger announced in the last issue
that the newspaper is sponsoring a child
at Christmas for $25 through Helping
Hands. We also challenged organizations
to sponsor a child. Some groups have called or written the newspaper with their
decisions; many are left, just as many
children are left. Organizations which are
participating call 2150 or write Box 2097.
The last issue of The Tiger for the fall
semester is approaching.

Lost: Gold necklace with sail boat pendant and Tri Delta lavalier. Great sentimental value. Reward offered. Call Erin,
654-3041.
USA Today—Delivered on campus,
$1.25 per week. Free glass mug with
subscription. Call Jeff af 8580.
Smoked turkey sale. For more information call 3162 or contact any Poultry
Science Club Member.

A special six-week Dancing Aerobics
Introduction Course will begin Nov. 5 at
the YMCA on Monday and Wednesday
from 3:45 to 4:45 p.m. This total bodyconditioning program based on exercisedance movements is open to junior-highage persons through adult. Call 654-2361
for more information.

Clemson Typing Service is ready for all
your typing needs. Theses, research projects, reports, and resumes. Call 654-8124
after 5 p.m.
Firewood for sale. Call 654-6817.
Good reading at lowest prices! Used
paperback books. Playboys, etc. traded
and sold—huge selection,. Come in and
look around. Bring in your used paperbacks for credit (no textbooks). The Book
Cellar, 101 Earle St.

Pre-registration panic? There will be a
Career Planning Workshop sponsored by
the Counseling and Career Planning
center. Workshops will be held Nov. 1
from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. and Nov. 8 from 7
to 10 p.m. Call 656-2451 or stop by the
Counseling Center to sign up.

Papers typed $1.00 per page. Call Pam
656-2101 between 8 a.m. and 4p.m.

CLASSIFIEDS
Help wanted: any student interested in

PLET2
FOOD STORES

GOOSENECKS
w w ww
w

Cross-stitch, needlepoints, knitting:

books, materials, kits. Half price or less.
654-1010 evenings and weekends.
PERSONALS
Wild eyes, lost in love is what I feel
when I'm with you. I'll be makin' my way
back home to you this weekend. Warm
Ice.
Wanted: something wide, deep, and
clear and a ticket to Switzerland. Only
rich need apply. (I'm tired of waiting,
David.) Call Tracy at 6250.
Thanks from the University Union to
all who ushered at the Bill Cosby
Homecoming Show. You did a good job
and we appreciate it.
Beverly, mark my words and the 47th
item off the list.
Miss and Rick—How are you? I guess
you're back from Korea, huh, Rick? Hey,
man, send my shirts! Kentucky was fun.
I '11 have to tell you all about it in our next
$20 phone call. Fall break is this weekend,
so call at home, you guys. Thanks for the
suit, Missy Seamstress. Dr. Seuss.
Zoma the Deranged—How are the
snakes?—Your favorite Pigmy.
Jim—Enjoyed General Hospital and
the exorcism the other day. Let's do it
again.
Miguel—The mountains in Innsbruck
look great. Gracias. Hasta luego. The
Spanish whiz.
Hey Clemson—What's a "hokie"?
Staff.

GO TIGERS
DESTROY THE DEACONS!

KEGS
OLD

STYLE_15-5

GAL.-$38.00 & DEP.

Natural Light-$2.09 6 PAK / $7.99 Case BUD-15.5 GAL.-$42.50 & DEP.
Budweiser-*2.59 6 PAK / $9.49 CASE COORS-15.5 GAL.-$42.50 & DEP
Coors&CoorsLt.-$2.59 6Pak/$9.49Case LOWENBRAU-15.5 GAL.-$45.50 & DEP
(DEPOSIT REQUIRED ON GOOSENECKS)

(WE RESERVE KEGS —JUST CALL)

"TIGER FAVORITES
BUSCH-12-OZ. CANS-$3.99 / 12 PAK
OLD MILWAUKEE-12 PAKS-$3.99
COORS & COORS LT.-12 PAKS-$5.49
PEPSI-16-OZ.Drinks-s2.19/8 Pak + Dep.

l

233 PENDLETON RD. • BEHIND CLEMSON ARMORY • 654-2907
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Features
It would be Nepal: An ever independent kingdom
so nice not
to care
Editor's note: The articles in this weekly
series are sponsored by the International
Student Council
by Janardan B. Khatri-Chhetri
guest writer

It's that time of year when it seems as
if you have a million tasks to perform
and not enough time to complete them.
The pressure builds and feeds on itself
until you feel you are going to explode.

Nepal is a rare combination of the old
and the new in art, culture, and civilization. There, to cross a street may actually
mean travelling back and forth across
several centuries or more of history.

Spectrum
MIRIAM
WATSON
It's the time of year when you just
want to stand up and say, "I don't care
anymore," with all the expletives included.
But think of it. When most of us
graduate we'll find some nice 9-to-5 job
in a beautiful gray office building with
no windows. And maybe we'll make a decent salary, or at least have hope of a
good promotion. We might even get
married, have kids, a nice house, and
eventually be able to buy a new car and
new fur every year for the rest of our
lives. So it wul be worth all we go
through now trying to "keep the ole gpr
up there.
And we can go to cocktail parties after
work and see our very good acquaintances. We'll hear some Lily say, "Tom,
how very good to see you, darling. It
has been so long."
"Dick! Why, don't you look
ma'velous, simply ma'velous,"
"Please, Shari, do come by to see us
sometime. We'd love to have you."
But some of us will probably skip all of
this and just be workaholics trying to
reach the pinnacle of success. An ulcer
or two in exchange for a definition of self
might be worth it.
Think of it. We all go to college for a
chance to better ourselves and to avoid
being—they tell us—social, academic,
cultural, and political degenerates.
But it would be so nice not to care
about school or any other intense activity,
such as politicking. For the last few
months we have been exposed to more
commercials, debates, speeches, issues,
and retaliations than the law should
allow. It becomes tiring and ridiculous.
True, we need to be informed, but it
gets old trying to assimilate all that is
said. It would be nice to tune it out for a
while.
It would also be nice not to care about
the future and employment. It would be
nice not to care about who others think
you are. It really would be nice just to
forget everything, pack the bags, go
abroad, and be a bum.
You could go to Venice and be a gondolier for a while and then move far on to
the Jordan River and fish for a spell.
Then you could go island hopping in
Greece. China might be nice. You could
mingle with the commies, eat rice, and
realize how good you've got it here.
It really might be nice to be apathetic
for a while and have absolutely no opinions about anything. But that would
get old, too.
Someone told us we have to care about
being somebody, and society defines the
terms, if you let it. Actually, it might be
better if we stopped caring about ourselves long enough to care about someone else.
Lily, the ture philanthropist, says, "I
care. I give to IPTAY every year."

Pagoda-style architecture is scattered
about the kingdom, amazing temples
dedicated to various deities, breathtaking sculptures, ageless monuments,
and undying creations of the anonymous
masters who lived and worked thousands
of years ago.
The capital city, Katmandu, is surrounded by tier upon tier of green mountains from above which tower mighty
snow-capped peaks which add to its setting. The combination of the lofty and
eternally snow-capped Himalayans make
Nepal a wonderful museum beneath the
blue dome of the sky. A visit to Nepal is a
call to romance and meditation.
Nepal, with eight of the world's ten
highest peaks, has a total geographical
area of 54,362 square miles (about the size
of North Carolina). It is a land locked between India on the east, south, and the
west and Tibet, an autonomous region of
the People's Republic of China, to the
north.
Although Nepal was little known to the
western world until about three decades
ago, it has a long and glorious history.
Nepal's civilization stretches back
thousands of years before Christ.
The modern Nepal is an integration of a
number of principalities that used to be
independent entities. Prithivi Narayan
Shah, the king of Gorkha and the tenth
ancestor of the present king Birendra Bir
Bikram Shah Dev, had launched a national integration campaign in the later
half of the eighteenth century in order to
unite Nepal.
The form of government of Nepal is
monarchical. The political system of
Nepal is called the Partyless Panchayat
Democracy. King Girendra, who was
educated in Eton College (Great Britain),
Harvard University, and the University
of Tokyo, called a referendum a few years
back to decide whether to continue the

This is only part of the great beauty to be found in Nepal. These yak are standing
on Mount Amdablam.
ever, an accompanying emphasis is being
partyless system or to adopt a multiparty
placed on maintaining and fostering the
system.
unique cultural heritage of the country.
The majority of people voted for the
Although Nepal is on the opposite side
partyless system, though the margin was
of the globe from the United States, the
small. The parliament, the National
number of American visitors is increasing
Panchayat, consists of 140 members of
significantly every year. The experiences
which 112 are elected on the basis of adult
of
Peace Corps volunteers who have resuffrage and 28 are nominated by the
turned
from Nepal have become the inforking.
mation
sources for Americans to learn
Over 90 percent of the population is
about
Nepal.
engaged in agriculture. The principal
The state visit of the Nepalese Monarch
crops are rice, jute, maize, mustard,
last
December at the invitation of Presiwheat, etc. Despite the increasing trend,
dent Reagan has furthered Americans'
the productivity of land is still low and
awareness and knowledge of Nepal. Touragriculture is mostly dependent on monism has become one of the major sources
soon rains. It used to be a food surplus
of foreign currency earnings for Nepal.
country but, because of fast growing
The number of people visiting Nepal is inpopulation (2.5 percent annually), it has
creasing because Nepal is a trekker's
just become self-sufficient in food in reparadise, along both beaten trails and
cent years.
virgin tracks.
There are very few industries in Nepal.
There is something for everyone: the
It mainly exports raw material and imhighest
and most magnificent snowports mostly industrial products. India is
covered
summits in the world, great
the main trading partner of Nepal, though
ridges carpeted in alpine flowers, forests
it has been diversifying in recent years.
of rhododendron, isolated hamlets, small
Nepal has started accelerating developmountains, temples, monasteries, diverse
ment programs that are designed to inethnic groups, and hospitality.
dustrialize and modernize Nepal. How-

Journalist joins English department
_ _■ .'-«_-.i

.

by Lisa McClain
staff writer
From New Hampshire to Texas,
Japan, Korea, China and Saudi
Arabia—quite a road to travel. But
maybe Clemson English professor John
Zanes has finally found a permanent
home. Zanes has joined Clemson's
English department this year and is
teaching several journalism classes.
He gained his background in journalism by working for a number of
newspapers and a magazine. He held
several editing positions during his
career and also wrote a regular column
for a newspaper.
"My background in journalism is
practical rather than technical," Zanes
said. "I have never had a course in journalism.
"I liked being a regular columnist," he
said. "What I was writing were really
essays. I could write about anything
that amused me."
Zanes, a native of New Hampshire, at-

...»_'..»».
-^
tended
Tufts University
andi IL.
the TI_:
University of New Hampshire, where he received
his B.A. After beginning his undergraduate studies at the University of
New Hampshire, he then went to the
University of Texas and earned his doctorate.
Zanes held a number of other jobs
before coming to Clemson. He was in the
U.S. Army from 1952 to 1957 with overseas service in Japan and Korea. He also
worked in the Library of Congress,
bartended, and worked in several university libraries as a student.
As a professor, he has taught at such
colleges as the University of Texas, the
University of New Brunswick in Canada,
and Keene State College.
Perhaps among the most interesting
times Zanes has had in his career were
during his work as a university professor in China and Saudi Arabia.
"We didn't go for the money; we went
for the experience," Zanes said of the
time he and his wife, Mary, spent in
China. He said they enjoyed the people

i«
in Phina
China mm
very mwh
much.

T4P described
Hesrrihftd them
the
He
as extremely nice people who were rich
in tradition.
"I don't think of myself as a teacher or
a journalist," Zanes said, although he
enjoys teaching very much. He said he
thinks of himself primarily as a writer.
"I have had two collections of poetry
published," Zanes said. He said his
poetry is sometimes satirical, but most
often meant to be "a sincere statement
of a feeling—and the feeling varies quite
a lot."
Zanes has also written two books,
neither of which has been published yet.
Zanes said he also enjoys teaching
very much. He explained that journalism in a college situation serves mainly
to teach students how to get their
thoughts together and achieve clarity.
"One thing a journalist must have is a
desire to get the whole story, or as much
of it as he can," he said. "There's a certain amount of satisfaction in writing a
story—doing it right—even if it's not
terribly important."
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Democrats and Reptiblilai
rWalter Mondale for president

I am voting for Walter Mondale
for President. This decision has not
been the result of any crisis of spirit
or agony of soul. Quite the contrary,
the choice has been easy. My
distasteindeed, fundamental contempt—for
Ronald Reagan leaves me with no
alternative but to vote for Mondale,
whine, owlish looks and all.
My support for Mondale, while
unequivocal, is beset by some
reservations. True, his image carries
little of the charisma and selfeffacing charm which have earned
Reagan—ill-deserved in my
opinion—a reputation as a nice guy.
At times, Mondale's carping about

the deficit seems a little too "born
again" to be credible. And we are
right to question whether his alleged
captivity to special interests would
allow him to make tough, politically
hazardous decisions.
Despite his obvious lack of
presidential flair, my instincts tell
me that Mondale would be a
competent, effective manager of the
government. In striking contrast to
both Carter and Reagan,
quintessential anti-politicans who
ranted and raved against the
governmental establishment they
one day would head, Mondale is an
unapologetic "insider." He's "been
there," so to speak. In fact,

Mondale's "resume" indicates a
leve. A releveant experience
comparable, if not superior, to that
of his incumbent rival.
In international affairs Mondale
could almost certainly be an
improvement over Reagan. In a
way, this isn't saying much because
the Reagan administration would be
hard pressed to point to a single
major foreign policy
accomplishment. After almost four
years in office, Reagan did manage
to have his pictures taken with
Andrei Gromyko, but this can
hardly be considered high summitry.
Of course, there is Grenada.
But before we break into chants of
"We're number one!" let's put
things in perspective.
Eight thousand U.S. troops
romping and stomping over a few
hundred Cuban forces is not on a
par with the Camp David accords,
which, incidentally, Walter Mondale
helped to shape.
On the domestic side, Mondale's
frequent warnings of impending
economic trouble may not be in step
with the I've-got-mine attitude of
electorate yearning to believe that
all is well. However, he deserves
credit for trying to heighten public
awareness of what many suspect is
a superficial, illusory, and short-lived
economic recovery. Whether his
pledge to raise taxes would succeed
in substantially reducing the deficit,
his sense of realism stands in sharp
contrast to the complacent and
irresponsible atitude of the Reagan
administration
For those who find it hard to
accept Mondale's Johnny-come-lately
budget-cutting zeal, a reminder: the
deficit during Jimmy Carter's last
year in office was about $45 billion;
Ronald Reagan, who made balancing
the budget the crown jewel of his
1980 campaign, now presides over
annual deficits nearly four times as
great.
Civil rights, an issue which seems
to have been relegated to the back
burner, provide another good reason
to vote for Mondale. His senate
voting record speaks eloquently of
his compassion and sensitivity to
the needs of racial and ethnic
minorities.
To Ronald Reagan, who once said
to a gathering of wealthy
Republican contributors, "Look at
all those beautiful white people,"
civil rights is having Ray Charles
sing "America the Beautiful" at the
Republican convention.
If all these things are not enough
to scare one into voting for
Mondale, one should consider the
matter of the Supreme Court.
Appointments to the Court are
always chancy, but I have
confidence that Mondale's justices
would avoid laying an ax to the Bill
of Rights.
On the other hand,
Reagan has already shown an
inclination to load the judiciary with
ideologies who are all too eager to

^

apply an intellectually flat-footed
cost-benefit test to questions of free
speech, defendant's rights, privacy,
and other matters of individual
freedom.
My reservations concerning
Mondale—and there are
many—prevent me from putting him
in the statesman class alongside
Lincoln or FDR. But he is a decent
and conscientious person who would
make a good president, a thinking
president. I expect he would even
be a President—not a Chief
Cheerleader.
While Ronald Reagan has wrapped
himself in the flag and assumed the
role of Dr. Feelgood, Walter
Mondale has spoken openly and
seriously about complex issues.
While Reagan has waged a
nauseating campaign of cliches and
one-liners, and has denied the
country even a glimpse of what a
second term would look like, Walter
Mondale has dared to direct our
attention to the challenge and
problems of the future.
And while Reagan, who has
aliened himself with Jerry Falwell
and the rest of God's bullies,
would eagerly use the powers of
state to dictate private morals in
matters of school prayer and
abortion, Mondale would prefer to
orient the instruments of
government toward meeting the
needs of the nation's downtrodder.
There are dozens of positive
reasons why Mondale has my vote.
To some extent, however, the
rationale for my decision can be
summed up in two words: Ronald
Reagan.

VOTE
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ilans battle until the end
c Ronald Reagan for president

whom should you, as a college
It, vote? On Nov. 6 you face a
etween Walter Mondale,
Inting big government,
for inflation, and American
ess abroad, and Ronald
I, representing limited
nent, economic prosperity,
[iewed American strength at
nd abroad.
lie American college student
bee is clear: the man who is
j America back should get
B- President Ronald Reagan.
Ihief concern of today's
its is employment. For the
nan or woman graduating
^llege, it is an area for which
jsident has provided greater
taity. Today, more people are
(sd than at any other time in
history. Six million new
jve been created during the
1 administration's first four

lanies today can expand and
Jw jobs to college graduates,
tiding that ideal job, the
i graduate can depend on
it Reagan to protect his or
[lings from the clutches of big
nent.
eagan tax policy is one of
^nefit to college students,
percent across-the-board tax
which President Reagan
lour economy, is a fair
jthat rewards productivity. It
kes sense for the persons
the taxes to get relief,
lalter Mondale offers the
ptudent is the onus of
,
; his unlimited basket of
Ifor a varied assortment of

NOV. 6
me

DALE
AN
Stephen Wainscott

special interest groups. Even John
Glenn (D-OH) said, "Put all of
Mondale's new spending together
and it comes out somewhere
between $90 billion and $170
billion."
Maybe this is why Mondale
supports an immediate increase in
taxes, a policy which would hurt
primarily the middle-class.
Furthermore, he favors the repeal of
tax indexing-a horrible specter
indeed for any future college
graduate. Without indexing,
inflation would put Americans into
higher tax brackets without
Congress voting to increase taxes.
President Reagan believes that the
middle class bears too much of the
burden of financing big government,
and he has given a badly needed
respite. The President has also
promised to simplify the tax code
and make our tax system more
equitable. This will be a prominent
goal of the second Reagan term.
The Democrats can wail and gripe
about the President's economic
policies, but they can't argue with
results. In the President's first term,
this nation has experienced the
largest economic recovery since
World War II. Inflation, the crudest
tax of all upon the poor, has
dropped dramatically from 12.4
percent in 1980 to less than 4.2
percent today.
Unemployment has dropped below
7.2 percent for the first time in a
decade. Interest rates plummeted
from a Carter-Mondale 21.5 percent
high to 12 percent today.
Economic growth and productivity
are rising with each new day. In
1980 economic growth was declining
at a rate of 0.4 percent. Today,
growth is increasing at 5.7 percent.
Productivity has gone from a —0.7
percent Carter-Mondale low to an
increase of 3.5 percent under the
President.
The President's program of
economic growth with fiscal
responsibility is far superior to
Mondale's philosophy of the middleclass taxpayer footing the bill for
runaway government spending. A
massive tax increase now would
wreck the economic recovery and
return us to the days of CarterMondale gloom.
In 1980 Ronald Reagan faced not
only an economy on the verge of
collapse, but a national defense in
open decay.
During the Carter-Mondale years,
cutbacks in military spending
brought a steady weakening in our
armed strength. America was unable
to stand up to enemies and
terrorism abroad. U.S. military
morale and readiness sank to an alltime low.
Ronald Reagan offered a different
course. In the last four years, the
United States has rebuilt its
defenses and restored its respect
abroad.

The President believes in
protecting American interests
around the globe.
Another concern for the college
student is the threat of nuclear
arms. President Reagan seeks arms
control in order to keep world peace.
But the President supports a
reduction in arms, not merely a
constraint on the buildup. Reagan
also supports the development of a
defense network in space to protect
American citizens from nuclear
weaponry.
Soviet citizens will be protected as
well, for plans are to share such
technology with them. This would
make nuclear weapons obsolete, and

^

would be a much better way of
preventing nuclear war than placing
our trust in the Soviet Union to
abide by a naive "Freeze" agreement.
The Soviets walked out of the
negotiating table, and thus the
burden is now on them to show a
desire for genuine arms reduction
In his inaugural address, President
Reagan stated, "We will negotiate
for peace, sacrifice for peace. We will
never surrender for it—now or ever."
Yes, to the college student the
choice is clear: Ronald Reagan. He
has given America a new mood and
spirit. Once again we can stand tall
and proclaim: "I am proud to be an
American."

I
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BASKETBALL PLAYERS
Do it with Style.
Light

ii ■

1984-85 BASKETBALL
Month
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Date
6
26
30,
1
5
8
15
19
28,
29

2
Jan.
8
Jan.
10
Jan.
12
Jan.
16
Jan.
19
Jan.
23
Jan.
26
Jan.
30
Jan.
2
Feb.
6
Feb.
9
Feb.
13
Feb.
17
Feb.
20
Feb.
23
Feb.
27
Feb.
2
Mar.
8
Mar.
Denotes T.V.
'1

Opponent
Marathon Oil
Tennessee Tech.
S. Alabama,
Houston, Campbell
(IPTAY)
South Carolina
Augusta College
Middle Tennessee
Furman
Music City Tournament:
Columbia, U. of Mass.,
Vandy, Clemson
Appalachian State
Georgia Tech
NC State
Wake Forest
Maryland
Virginia
Georgia Tech
Duke
North Carolina
Delaware State
NC State
South Carolina
Wake Forest
Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina
Duke
Winthrop College
A.C.C. Tournament

Time
8:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m./
9:00 p.m.
7:30
5:00
5:00
7:30

p.m.p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

7:00 p.mj

9:00 p.m.
7:30
9:00
8:00
k
1:30

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

*1:30
7:30
* 1:30
7:30
5:00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

5:00
7:30
*1:30
7:30

p.m.
p.m.
p.m
p.m

*3:30 p.m
5:00 p.m
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Awareness makes Clemson safer
Editoris note: During college years,
students may feel helpless in certain
situations. This bi-weekly series will present some of these situations and provide
the information necessary for action.
by Dome Harllee
staff writer
Be aware—he wants to go to a different
bar, your date gets a little too forceful, the
guy standing next to you in the shower is
too close—you may become a rape victim.
"Awareness is the best prevention of
rape," says Thea McCrary, Clemson
University Police investigator. "Rape
isn't limited to women anymore. Men
have to be aware that it can happen to
them, too." Anyone can be a victim of
rape, but there are some precautions you
can take.
Drive with your doors locked. Keep
your dorm rooms locked. Walk in bright
areas with a friend. If you must walk
alone at night, walk with confidence and

know your surroundings. Rapists are
looking for a weak person on whom they
can release aggression. McCrary warns
against carrying weapons because they
may be used on you. Mace can easily affect you and may become a false security.
Whistles are good, but few people pay attention to the sound unless they are aware
of why it is being blown.
"If you are attacked despite precautionary measures," says McCrary, "try to
stay calm and collected. You'll have a
much bettev chance of escaping and
avoiding injury if you're thinking
clearly." She advises waiting for an opportune moment to run or fight. "If you
choose to fight," she warns, "you increase
your chance of escape by 50 percent, but
you also increase the chance of injury by
the same amount." Once you've taken aggressive action, you can't slow down and
try to reason with the attacker. "Women
are socialized to be nice," says McCrary.
"If you're going to fight, leave marks.
Scratches and bites are a good means of

identification." Try to notice jewelry,
tatoos, scars, or other distinguishing
characteristics. If you run, go to an inhabited building, not a parking lot or
empty building.
Once you are alone, call the police. "Forget what you've seen on television," says
McCrary, "the police don't consider you
the criminal. They want to help and are
trained to do that."
Most people think of rape as the aggression of a stranger. Quite often, though,
the attack is an acquaintance or dating
rape in which the rapist and victim know
one another. "Just because the people
know each other," says McCrary,
"doesn't mean a rape hasn't been committed." In most rape cases, the victim
knows the attacker.
"Clemson is safe," says McCrary, "but
awareness makes it even safer." Any
group can have a representative from the
police department speak and show a film
about rape awareness. Just pick up the
phone, give 'em a call!

New history course
offered this spring
by Elizabeth Carney. This class
will be about women in antiquity
and will address such topics as
In the Spring Semester 1985, a legal status, economic roles, male
course will be offered for the first attitudes toward women, and
time at Clemson. The course, many others.
• History 460, Studies in
Southeastern Indians, will be
taught by Dr. Theda Purdue and British History, will be taught
will be given by the Department by Jerome Reel. This course will
of History as HIST 494, Studies cover the myth of Arthur and the
time in which he lived.
in Comparative History.
• History 499, an Independent
Purdue is a native Georgian
and recieved her Ph.D from the Study course, will be taught by
Universith of Georgia. She was Reel. Reel will guide interested
on the faculty at Western students on a visit to the legendCarolina University for nine ary and archaelogical sites in Briyears before coming to Clemson tain that are the location of the
last fall. At WCU, she taught Arthurian stories. (Space is
courses in Indian History and limited).
Some other courses offered in
Cherokee History. Purdue has
the
History Department next
written extensively about the
history of Southeastern Indians. semester include:
• Religion 302, a class on New
Purdue said, "I find Southeastern Indian cultures interest- Testament Literature taught by
ing because of their subsistence- Charles Lippy. It is an overview
level agricultural economy and of the teachings of Jesus, the lettheir belief system which em- ters of Paul, and the development
phasized social harmony and eco- of early Christianity based on the
logical balance. This is in con- Books of the New Testament.
• Religion 308, a course on
trast to the competitive, materialistic, individualist European Religions of the'Ancient World
culture to which they had to taught by Leonard Greenspoon.
It is a study of the exotic,
adapt."
In comment to the interest of mysterious, and colorful relistudents to HIST 494, Purdue gions of ancient Mesopotamia,
said, "I think a course on South- Egypt, Canaan, Greece, and
eastern Indians should be attrac- Rome.
• Philosophy 303, a class on
tive to Clemson students because
the
Philosophy of Religion
of the extensive native settlements in this area before Euro- taught by Larry McCollough. It
is a general study of the meanpean colonization,
400-level courses in the History ing, basis, and credibility of
Department are taught on a religious beliefs.
• Philosophy 317, a course
"this-semester" basis only. The
topics of these classes are chosen about 19th Century Philosophy
each semester and may vary taught by William Maker. This
from semester to semester. Other class will explore readings from
400-level courses offered in the the major philosophers from this
period with a focus on underSpring Semester include:
• History 400, Studies in standing the origins of contemUnited States History, will be porary problems in 19th century
taught by Robert Lambert. This thought.
• Geography 301, a class on
course will be about the age of
Jefferson and his contributions, Political Geography taught by
philosophy, and effect on his own Dr. James Miller. It is an introduction to basic themes of
and later times.
• History 440, Studies in political geography in which
Latin American History, will be theory is interwoven with a set of
taught by Joseph Arbena. This regional case studies through the
course will be a study in Central semester.
More information about these
Amercian revolutions and the
past and present role of the and other course can be found at
the History Department office in
United States in the region.
• History 450, Studies in Hardin Hall or from the respectAncient History, will be taught ive professors.
by Michael Lusk
staff writer

Face it,your learning years are not your prime earning
years. But don't let that stop you from moving off campus.
Through February 28,1985, you can fly anywhere
Piedmont flies for half fare.To LA and NewYork. And to all
kinds of hot spots and hometowns in between.
What's the catch? Well, you must be under 26 and have
a valid student ID. Read the fine print below for restrictions.
Piedmont's 50% Off College Fare. More proof that our
commitment to higher education is not just a lofty ideal.
Non-refundable, round-trip tickets must be purchiwl at least .semi diiys before travel. Not awilable all day Friday or
Sunday after i.-oo pm. Holiday trawl restrictions apply. Call your travel agent or us ttn-8oo-gst-5g20____
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New head appointed to history department
ky Michael Lusk
staff writer
This year the Department of
History had to face the problem
of losing a department head. The
replacement is Dr. John R.
Wunder, a graduate of the University of Iowa and the University of Washington at Seattle.
Wunder has previously been on
the faculties of Texas Tech and
Case Western Reserve University
in Ohio. He has a wife, Susan,
who is a teacher at the Montessori
school in Clemson, and he has
two daughters.
Wunder has written and edited
four books including one monograph in his major fields of
research, American legal history
and frontier history. He is also interested in American Indian
history.
In choosing to apply for the
department head opening at

Play inspired
by poem
by Dorrie Harllee
staff writer
Do not go gentle into that good
night.
Old age should burn and rave at
close of day;
Rage, rage against the dying of
the light.

•
*—
Wunder also hopes
to expandi
Clemson, Wunder put emphasis
on the national reputation of the geography by adding another
history department and of the faculty member and, therefore,
school. He said, 'The diversity in more courses. With this expanthe department and the ability to sion, the department could
work with the related studies of possibly add a geography minor
philosophy, religion, and geog- to the already existing minors in
raphy were big pluses in decid- history, philosophy, and religion.
ing to come to Clemson. Each of The only major in the departthese areas are closely tied and I ment is in history.
The department is looking forenjoy working with them."
Wunder plans to continue to ward to the remodeling of Hardin
enhance the present strengths of Hall, to begin after the new
the department in teaching and chemistry building is finished
research so as to offer a variety and the renovation of Brackett is
of opportunities to undergradu- done. The plans on how Hardin is
ates and to the preprofessional to change are still incomplete,
programs. He says that the but the hopes are to modernize it
graduate program is now under- but keep the historical value of
going modest growth and that the architecture.
Wunder stresses that the history
with the future additions of two
department
is in the process of
new professorships, one in the
history of science and technology chartering a Clemson branch of
and the other an endowed pro- the national history honor society
fessorship in United States Phi Alpha Theta. One does not
need to be a major or minor in
history, it should keep growing.

i-.i
t.; !.....
„„ mtamof
history, only
have an
interest in
in
the subject.
"It is a plus for any student to
be in an honorary society. Phi
Alpha Theta represents an opportunity for students and faculty
to join together to share fun and
knowledge in history," said
Wunder.
Presently, Wunder is teaching
a graduate-level course and a section of HIST 101, History of the
United States to 1877. Next year
he hopes to teach a class about
the Appalachian Frontier.
"Judging from my HIST 101
class, I am impressed by the
quality of Clemson students. I
find them a delight to be with
and teach," said Wunder. "In
comparing them to students at
other universities, I believe these
are the best students I have
taught."
Wunder suggests that students
look at the courses that the

Tlpnarfr.ment of History offers,
offers.
Department
especially the 400-level courses
and HIST 191 and 198.
"HIST 191 is an interesting
way of presenting current
history. We have guests come in
periodically and lecture about
what is happening in the world,"
said Wunder. This semester an
aid of Margaret Thatcher spoke
to the class and there are some
interesting guests lined up for
next semester.
HIST 191 is History of the
World in the 20th Century and is
recommended to engineering and
business students.
"Next semester the computer
science department will be installing computer facilities for
students and faculty in Hardin,"
said Wunder. The history department plans to use these facilities
in coordination with some of its
classes.

OSE HILL
CONDOS.

—Dylan Thomas
These words inspired "The
Dying of the Light," a play by
Angela Elam, a graduate student at Clemson.
"I changed the name to
'Notes of a Family,' she said,
"because there is a lot of
laughter in the play. 'The Dying of the Light' sounded too
melodramatic."
Ms. Elam has made more
changes in her play than just
the title. 'I've gotten to know
the security guard in Strode
pretty well," she said. "Many
nights he's walked in at 2 a.m.
and found me working at the
word processor. Then he'll come
back at 4 and I'm still there.
"He finally said I should
start enjoying my youth more.
I didn't want to tell him that I
have been!"
A
South
Carolinian,
Ms. Elam graduated from
Clemson in December of 1979.
She then worked in Germany as
a radio announcer. She returned
to Clemson in January of 1984
to begin work toward her
master's degree in English.
"I'm crazy to be teaching
classes, taking classes, and being a playwright," Elam said.
"Everyone has been helpful and
encouraging."
Jere Hodgin is one of those
encouraging people. "He took a
chance by accepting my play
for a Players production," said
Elam. "I had a rough draft, but
we've made a lot of revisions
since that original."
"Notes of a Family" will be
presented by the Clemson
Players Nov. 6-10. It will also
be Clemson's entry in the
American Theater College
Festival in which Clemson
received awards for "American
Buffalo" last year.
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Entertainment
Get rid of
that stuff
With fall break upon us, it's time to
pack some of the unused articles you
have acquired (or brought with you) this
semester. Unless the weather takes a
drastic turn, there's no need to pack up
all your summer clothes. But what
about some of the other "treasures" you
have hanging around your room taking
up valuable space?

All that Jazz
JULIE

Student minister directs 'Godspell'
by Julie Walters
entertainment editor
Multi-talented is an expression we often
use—and if you ever need an example for
this expression, just say "Tom Are." Tom
Are, a 1982 graduate of Presbyterian
College, attended Union Tehological
Seminary for a year and a half before he
ended up at Clemson, where he is now the
interim student pastor for University
Ministry at Fort Hill Presbyterian
Church.

Center Stage

WALTERS
Most of "us are guilty of bringing
things we intend to put to great use, but
we never quite get around to utilizing
these quite useful but also unnecessary
objects. Though it seems a shame, while
pursuing our higher education, we have
only the room to store the bare necessities of college life.
This has always been a problem for me
... I have a hard time discerning what is
a necessity and what is not. I brought
my bicycle here last year (with a flat tire)
and I do have all intentions to ride it...
as soon as I get my tire fixed.
It is my understanding that I am not
the only one who plans to be a diligent
exerciser—I have heard rumors of tennis
raquets, golf clubs, softball gloves, raquet ball raquets, dumbells, jump rope,
etc. that are handled only twice a
year—usually around the end of August
and the beginning of May.
But it isn't only neglected athletic
equipment taking up that valuable
space; what about those books from last
year's classes that you brought back
with you because you thought you
might need them for reference? How
many Clemson football cups have you
collected? Could you possibly use them
all at the same time? Have you used any
of those plastic containers that your
mom sent with you to store things in?
How many of you saved those lovely
plastic glasses that are required for
Chemistry 101 because you thought
they might be cute to wear out one
night? This may be getting a bit
picky—I mean how much space can old
"chem" glasses take up? . . . but these
small things add up.
When you put your glasses with the
sewing kit you never use (you just take
it home to Mom—don't worry, we all do)
and put the sewing kit with the three extra memo boards, and the three extra
memo boards with the seven extra
posters, and the seven extra posters
with those two useless stuffed animals (I
know you love them, I do too; but let's
grow up—they really can't serve any
useful purpose), and you put those two
lovable but useless stuffed animals with
your monopoly and backgammon set
that you haven't had time to play. Have
I made my point?
Other things I have found lurking
uselessly in my room are items from the
"goodie box" that I didn't need, a
typewriter that I haven't had time to
use, scraps I collected this summer in
Europe that I intended to put into my
non-existent scrapbook, and then there
is that raincoat that I never use . . .
Perhaps even I will muster up enough
initiative to pack up all my unnecessary
articles into my decorative clothes
hamper that has not yet witnessed its
first article of dirty clothes. Who needs a
clothes hamper when you have a closet?
^We're talking bare necessities here, j

Not only is Tom a skilled guitarist and
competent pianist, but he is also an accomplished singer and composer with a
long list of original songs. "I've written
about 300 songs," said Tom, "and I've
thrown away about 150, and I perform
about 20. I used to write one a week, but
I've only written about three since I've
been here ... no, four ... well, about five.
That's all."
Tom has "been here" since last
January, and this semester he has added
another dimension to his talentsdirecting. The Presbyterian Student
Association is sponsoring a production of
the musical "Godspell," which is based on
the gospel of Matthew. Tom is a veteran
of three "Godspell" productions, but this
will be his first attempt at directing as
well as acting in the play.
"This has the potential to be the best
one I've worked with," Tom said. "The
most exciting thing about "Godspell" is
that it makes no attempt at presenting a
historical view of the gospel. It just tries
to present the message of Matthew's
gospel, which is much more important.
"That, to me, is its strength.
"Godspell" is a play for all ages. It's up to
date. It's not so nostalgic that only older
people will enjoy it, nor is it so hip and
mod that its appeal is limited to the
young. It was created for a broad audience. That's why it has stuck around

photo by Bryan Sifford, staff photographer

Tom Are, the Presbyterian Student Minister, is directing a production of 'Godspell.
longer. It's been going for 13 years, or
"Godspell" will be presented Friday,
so."
Nov. 30, at 8:15; Saturday, Dec. 1, at
The Presbyterian Student Association 2 p.m.; and Sunday, Dec. 2, at 8:15 in the
has put a great deal of time and effort into sanctuary at Fort Hill Presbyterian
the upcoming production. "My hope is Church. "The church has been so helpful,
that this show will be the biggest thing letting us use their facilities and setting
P.S.A. does this semester. Besides the aside times for us to practice and
cast and the band, there are at least that perform," said Tom.
many more students involved in building
There will be no charge to see the play
the set, lights, and publicity," said Tom.
but Tom adds that there may be a need to
"You have to have a strong commitdistribute tickets because of the small
ment from a group to take on something
seating capacity of the sanctuary.
like this during football season. This town
After finishing "Godspell" and the regoes crazy. I have been impressed with
mainder of this semester, Tom plans to
the group's willingness to back this—
return to Union where he will continue
especially since the majority of P.S.A. will
working toward his Master's of Divinity.
get no glory from it. I think that's comIn the fall of '86, Tom plans to attend
mitment and a certain gift they are giving
Princeton, where he will study for his
to the community."
doctorate.

Cosby entertains at Homecoming

photo by Rob Biggeistaft. senior stall photographer

Comedian Bill Cosby entertains a Homecoming crowd
in Littlejohn.

by Steve Collins
assistant news editor
On Homecoming night, a nearcapacity crowd filled Littlejohn
to see comedian Bill Cosby,
famous for the "Fat Albert"
television show and various films
and, more recently, from Jello
Pudding commercials and his
new TV show.
Jazz guitarist Stanley Jordan
opened the show with six instrumental pieces, most of them original works and a couple of songs
from other artists, including
"Eleanor Rigby" from the
Beatles.
The crowd seemed to enjoy
Jordan, but was anxious to see
Cosby. There was a 20-minute
"intermission" because of technical difficulties so the audience
amused itself by doing "the
wave" and spelling C-1-e-m-s-o-n
around the coliseum. Cosby finally appeared and received an enthusiastic roar as he jogged up
on stage dressed in an orange
running suit.
"Congratulations," he said,
"on picking a team that would
fall apart for your Homecoming
game."
Cosby delivered much of the
same material contained in his recent special on cable, but the au-

dience, many of whom had obviously seen the show since they
sometimes delivered a line right
along with Cosby, didn't seem to
mind.
The major topics in his monologue included telling how much
his parents had changed and how
they treat their grandchildren
differently than they treated
him.
"My children think my mother
is the most wonderful woman
alive, but I keep telling them
that that's not the woman I grew
up with! She's an old woman trying to get into heaven!"
Another topic was how all
children, especially his own, are
"brain damaged."
"When you specifically tell a
child not to do something and he
goes ahead arid does it anyway,
and then when you ask him why
he did it when he knows he
wasn't supposed to and he says
'I don't know,' that's brain
damage!"
Though sometimes thrown off
track by sound problems early in
the show and by interruptions to
talk with people in the audience,
Cosby's perfomance was firstrate. He concluded the program
by wishing everyone at Clemson
a happy Homecoming.
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Trip to 'The Funny Pages' is worth a laugh
In case you missed the gang
last week, we guess we owe you
an explanation of our whereabouts. Seven of our staff
members and our media adviser
headed off to the Associated Collegiate Press Convention in
Louisville, Ky.

Time Out
with
the Gang
For some reason, we left with
the mistaken idea that there was
nothing in Louisville we wanted
to see. We thought we would sit
around in conferences, seminars,
and meetings with nothing to do
at night. But after a long drive,
we pulled into a big city with
plenty of lights and fun to be
found.
One night we found especially
fun was the night we went to a
comedy club called Funny Pages.
We found that even with a $5
cover charge, comedians can contribute to some pretty good fun.
Jan's view
I think the main reason we
went to "Funny Pages" was for the
challenge of finding the place.
We had already, spent three
nights in Louisville and had
stayed in the same area the whole
time. We were ready for a

change, so we headed out for a
night of laughs.
The show went much like a concert would. The first comedian
was a dud. In fact, we didn't even
think he was a comedian. We just
assumed he was there to welcome
us to his club.
Then, Harry, the second comedian, came on stage. Compared
to the first one, this guy was a
regular Eddie Murphy. Well,
maybe he wasn't that funny, but
he could surely insult an audience.
The third guy, David, was
definitely the star of the show.
He had an intelligent sense of
humor—one a college student
could appreciate. He compared
such things as the shape of a
pizza with a fallout shelter sign.
Yeah, he is a truly perceptive
man. And he even told us how
this pizza should be cut so each
person could have an equal portion. This is where he brought in
the subject of complementary
angles. Smart guy.
My only regret is that we went
to both shows instead of just going to the second one. The crowd
had doubled by this time and,
after hearing the sixth comedy
routine, my face began to be permanently contorted.
Ernest's time
The comedy club was a needed
relief. After a day of long
seminars, we needed a break.
Boy, was this ever going to be a
break.

The Tiger needs
writers and copy

The first comedian was a
pathetic clown with no humor
within his awkward reach. I
refuse to waste anymore ink on
him.
The second guy was pretty
good. Harry Freeman I think his
name was. Funny that I should
say I liked his act; I was the butt
of some of his jokes. Because of
the vernacular nature of his jokes
being non-repeatable, I can't
mention any of them here. But I
will say this: his jokes concerning
me had a long end to them.
The third comedian seemed to
be a mix of the first two. He
wasn't extremely funny, but he
wasn't a bomb either. I think
I've said enough. Pam can tell
you more about these last two
than I can, anyway.
Pam's laughs
Okay, Ernest, chill out. So we
met the guys. They were really
funny, you know.
Harry was a definite Jew and
even joked about his heritage,
which provided me with a lot of
laughs. He does need to stay off
the impersonations, though, and
I'm sure I told him a time or two.
He informed us that everyone in
America had a place to joke
about—New Jersey—and that
countries outside the United
States had a place to joke about
too—New Jersey.
But David was the one with
the real, experience, having been
on the Tonight Show 12 times,
HBO, and Not Necessarily the

News. I had never been to a comedy
show, and I was quite impressed
with his background.
His jokes were quite impressive too—especially the ones
which dealt with the stuff I can
relate to. Like the one where you
cut your finger in the kitchen and
look to see if it's bleeding. If it is,
you grab a paper towel; if it isn't,
you squeeze it so blood will shine
through.
Overall, the show would get a
seven. The guys were pretty
good, I laughed a lot, the atmosphere was relaxing, and it
provided me with some good
memories from my first night at
a comedy bar. Everybody ought
to check one out sometime.
Sue's fun
Yea Pam, it did provide us with
some nice memories, as did the
whole Louisville trip.
Though it first looked as
though we would be the only audience, more people eventually
filed in. Pam and I were the only
ones in the club at the beginning,
since the rest of the crew wanted
to look around the mall where
"Funny Pages" was located. Being Happy Hour with $1.00
drinks, Pam and I figured we'd
just start without the rest of
them and let them catch up with
us later if they wanted to.
The first so-called comedian
was less than comic. But I suppose we should give him credit
for trying. Harry, the second

guy, was funnier. He told a few
good jokes about being Jewish,
and the audience seemed to
warm up to him a little bit more.
David was the last comedian
who performed. I guess most
places do save the best for last.
He had more experience than the
others and had appeared on The
Tonight Show a number of times.
The second show went a lot
better than the first; even John
got a few laughs. The club was
now pretty full, and the audience
was laughing at a lot more jokes
(perhaps the drinking had a
slight effect).
For us, the second show was
kind of dull since we had heard it
all before. But we had made
friends with David between
shows, and he and Harry joined
us afterwards. "Funny Pages"
was closing so we decided to go
out somewhere else, and the celebrities came with us, too.
It was a fun, and late, night for
us, right Pam and Vineeta? I
don't think Jan and Ernest were
too happy that we stayed for the
second show, but they got over it
soon enough.
The trip as a whole was great.
But going to a comedy club was
something new for me, and I really
enjoyed meeting someone who,
next time he's on Carson, I can
say, "I know him personally!"
Hey, maybe he'll mention the
fun-loving Clemson students he
met in Louisville. Then. again,
maybe not.

WELL PAY YOU TO GET INTO
SHAPE THIS SUMMER.

readers.
If you have at least
two years of college left,
you can spend six weeks at
our Army ROTC Basic
Camp this summer and earn
approximately $600.
And if you qualify, you
can enter trie ROTC 2Year Program this fall and
receive up to $1,000 a year.
But the big payoff
happens on graduation day.
That's when you receive
an officer's commission.
So get your body in
shape (not to mention your
bank account).
Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science.

ARMY ROTC.
BEALLYOUCANBE.
FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION: CALL OR
COME BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY
SCIENCE LOCATED UNDER
HARCOMBE DINING HALL
NEXT TO THE UNIVERSITY
POST OFFICE. PHONE:
656-3107 OR 656-3108.
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Happenings

Spongetones
The Spongetones will present a free concert in the amphitheater on Friday, Nov. 9,
following the pep rally.

Fourplay
The comic and contemporary rock band
Fourplay will be performing at Strawberries «ach Wednesday evening beginning at 9 p.m.
Wait Until Dark
The Centre Stage Community Theater
of Greenville is presenting "Wait Until
Dark," a suspense chiller by Frederick
Knott, at the Fine Arts Center of the

Glenn Jones:
Looking for
new frontier
by Ernest Gibbs
staff writer

School District on Nov. 8-10, 15-17,
22-24. Curtain time is 8:15 p.m. and
tickets are available through the
Metropolitan Arts Council and all Open
Book Stores. Admission is $7 for adults
and $5 for students and senior citizens.
For further information call 232-2404.
Local Talent Night Contest
Edgar's will be sponsoring a Local
Talent Night Concert Thursday, Nov. 29,
from 8-11 p.m. Prizes will be awarded to
the winners. Admission is $1.
Godspell
The Presbyterian Student Association
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is sponsoring a production of "Godspell"
Friday, Nov. 30, at 8:15 p.m., Saturday,
Dec. 1, at 2 p.m., and Sunday, Nov. 2 at
8:15 p.m. The show will be held in the
sanctuary of Fort Hill Presbyterian
Church. There is no charge for admission.

Soulhenvfase~JS> Ar\_ 4 mak> /»a4ce

Notes of a Family
The Clemson Players are presenting
"Notes of a Family," an original play by
Angela Elam. Performances are Nov. 6, 7,
8,9,10 at 8 p.m. and Nov. 8 at 3:30 p.m. in
Daniel Hall Auditorium. Admission is $2
for general public, $1 for faculty and staff,
and free for all students with an ID. For
reservations call 656-2476.
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While pure soul music may
seem to be fading away, giving
way to new wave and pop, Glenn
Jones makes a strong stand with
his new album, Finesse.

Album
Review
His second album under RCA,
Finesse is a combination of
soulful ballads and "danceable"
dance tunes. The title cut is an
upbeat dance tune emphasizing a
strong bass and strong vocals.
"You're the Only One I Love" is
a medium tempo, easy listening
tune, though it doesn't do much
justice to the instrumentaion.
The first single released from
the album, "Show Me," is
definitely Glenn's best. He
croons and moans his way
through this soft ballad, begging
a love to show him how he can
please her before she leaves.
Jones picks up the pace with
"It Hurt Too Much," "Meet Me
Half Way There," and "On the
Floor." These three tunes all
have basically the same sound
and rhythm, a weak point in
most of Glenn's dance songs.
"Bring Back Your Love,"
another ballad, can't match
"Show Me," but it still offers a
soothing tune to relax to. "Everlasting Love," another easy
listening song, follows the same
pattern of Glenn's other easy
listening tunes; medium tempo,
powerful vocals, and poor instrumentation.
Even though Finesse is Jones'
best work to date, he'll have to
come up with a little more to get
that mass appeal.

EMALLV$fRLC
TRAVEL
SERVING THIS AREA SINCE 1976

Get Your
Student
Discount
Tickets Here
654-6125 m 882-1112
ACROSS FROM MELL HALL

NO SEfMGECHAM2£

©BOJANGLES OF AMERICA, INC. 1983

..Famous Chicken n Biscuits

4»gf 0*S*

BO'S

„ ^*&^_ Bo-taterswith:
puffing
^\3^^e#^his

Sour Cream
Gravy
Sour Cream & Chives
Bacon & Cheese
Cheese
Broccoli & Cheese
Bacon

Broccoli

Served all day long after 10:30

50C OFF

BO'S ^jgj^

50C OFF

BO'S 4fSfr

Stuffed Bo taters
Bojangles
(Clemson)

Stuffed Bo-taters
Bojangles
(Clemson)

expires 11/16/84-

expires 11/16/84

$1.99 |$
2 pc. CHICKEN DINNER
& Medium Soft Drink
Served with Homemade Buttermilk
Biscuit and Choice of Fixin'

LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER
GOOD AT ALL PARTICIPATING RESTAURANTS

expires 11/16/84
mmmmm

" CHICKEN"FILET*
BISCUIT MEAL

$1.99

Includes Chicken Filet Biscuit and choice
of Dirty Rice , Cajun Pintos , Potato
Salad, Cajun Gravy , Cole Slaw or French
Fries and Medium Drink.
Offer good after 9:30 a.m.

expires 11/16/84
Good at participating restaurants.
Limit one per customer.
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Let the Nut Hut help you
THANKS to all who ushered at the
Bill Cosby Homecoming show!
You did a good job and
we appreciate it!

GIVE YOUR LOVER THE BOOT
THIS CHRISTMAS!
More details later

CirKSOB BHIVEBSITT US10H 65E-24E1
MOW.-SAT. 8^-Hpm; SOS. 12n,«.n-Hpm

What do you do best?

Get ready for

THE
PROHIBITION
BASH

Enter the Local Talent Night
Competition and do it!

THE SPONGETONES

coming to Clemson Nov. 9
A great show after the
Pep Rally, on the intramural
field, and best of all-

Date: Nov. 29
Place: The Gutter
Time: 8-11 p.m.
$1 admission
For more information,
call 656-2461

it's FREE!

the last chance
you may have . .

L
Get your Christmas
shopping done early!
Head for Atlanta for a day of fun!
Sign-up deadline is Nov. 28
for the Dec. 1 trip
Carry home presents for all!

Special Attractions . . .
Ramsey Lewis Trio—jazz pianist
Come see this superb cultural event
Nov. 8, 8 p.m. in Tillman Auditorium
$6 student, $8 public
Sponsored by the Cultural Committee

Also, coming Nov. 15
Kirk Edwards
Listen to rock, country and blues on guitar
in the Gutter—8-11 p.m.
Come take a break and relax!

CU

CLEMSON

UNIVERSITY

UNION
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Sports
After contests
Tigers mystery
For one game and one week it appeared that the mystery of the 1984
Tiger football season had been solved.
The Tigers destroyed a Duke team and
seemingly broke out of the slump they
had experienced since halftime of the
Georgia game. But just as soon as Tiger
fans breathed a collective sigh of relief,
Clemson made the mystery thicker with
a narrow one-point win over a mediocre
NC State squad.

Tigers neutralize Devils, 'Pack
by Foster Senn
sports editor
Hopefully, the scorekeeper at Memorial
Stadium two weeks ago and the scorekeeper at Carter-Finley Stadium last
Saturday had calculators. If not, they
each had a long day.
The Tigers and the Duke Blue Devils

combined for 75 points in Clemson's
54-21 victory in Death Valley and then
the next Saturday the Tigers nipped NC
State in Raleigh in a 69-point thriller,
35-34.
Against Duke the Tigers scored on their
first nine possessions as they ran up a big
41-0 halftime lead. Stacey Driver started
things off with a 30-yard touchdown pass

Trailing the Tiger
FOSTER
SENN
The Duke game was a Cakewalk. Halfback passes, draws, bombs,
sweeps—they all worked. The Tigers
scored on every first half series, and the
defense snuffed out any Blue Devil attempt at moving the ball.
All of the backs ran well and Terrance
Roulhac upped his season touchdown
total to six with two TD receptions.
William Perry became Clemson's alltime leader in career quarterback sacks
and tackles for loss. Anthony Parete got
some well-deserved playing time and
responded well with 96 yards of passing
on that warm Saturday.
The Homecoming queen was pretty,
the displays were excellent, Bill Cosby
was funny, and all was right in Clemson.
Poor tackling against Wolf pack
After the State contest Clemson
defensive coordinator Tom Harper sat in
a room in the corner of the Tiger lockerroom, his feet propped up in a chair, his
face burried in this right hand.
Harper may have been trying to forget
the contest that was just played, or
maybe he was trying to pass it off as a
nightmare that didn't really happen.
The Wolfpack had just scored 34 points
against a once proud Tiger defense.
"Maybe we're doing the best we can
do," coach Danny Ford said Tuesday,
"and maybe we're not. I know what effort and pride and second and third effort means, and what getting to the football means, but I don't know if this team
has learned."
For the first three quarters of the
game Saturday the Wolfpack ripped
holes in the Clemson line. The Tigers
flailed at State ball carriers with useless
arm tackles.
Midway through the second quarter a
State linebacker intercepted a pass and
returned it 81 yards for a score and
24-14 Wolfpack lead. I turned to my
neighbor at Carter-Finley Stadium and
said that maybe we should go ahead and
end football season for this year. Things
hadn't gone so well and maybe we
should just try again next year.
Right then, though, Mike Eppley
marched the Tigers down the field one
more time for a score, and Ford and all
Tiger fans smiled once again.
That's the thing about this team. Just
when you think they've quit, such as the
first half of the Georgia Tech game or
North Carolina game, they battle back
and wrap up one more win.
However, one thing is for certain:
Clemson has lost the eye of the Tiger.
Hopefully, the Tigers can locate it
against Wake Forest, Virginia Tech, or
Maryland. If they don't find it by Nov. 24,
the Tigers will lose a lot more when the
^Gamecocks invade the Valley.

photo by Christopher Goodrich, senior staff photographer

Henry Walls returns an interception in the second half against NC State Saturday.

to Terrance Roulhac. Later in the first
quarter, Donald Igwebuike kicked a
5 3-yard field goal and Anthony Parete
threw 26 yards to Roulhac for another
score.
Steve Griffin went 60 yards; Driver
swept two yards; and Mike Eppley threw
16 yards to Ray Williams for touchdowns
to round out first-half scoring and send
the Tigers to victory.
"It was a crazy, crazy ballgame," said
coach Danny Ford after the Tigers onepoint escape from the Wolfpack. The two
teams went from one end zone to the other
for three quarters, but the contest turned
into a defensive struggle in the fourth.
With the Tigers holding on to a precarious one-point lead, the Wolfpack moved from their 38-yard line to the Tiger 10
where the 'Pack had a first down. Tiger
Reggie Pleasant saved the day, however,
as he intercepted State quarterback Tim
Esposito's first-down pass in the end
zone.
The Wolfpack had a 24-21 half-time
lead, but the Tiger defense forced two
turnovers to begin the second half. The
turnovers resulted in two scores by
Driver and a 35-24 Tiger lead.
State scored 10 more points, but it
wasn't enough as the Tigers held on for
the victory.
Ford was a bit bewildered after the narrow win. "It just didn't make much sense
as a football game," he said. "I can
remember when Clemson had a lead of 10
points, you could sit down and feel good.
Not today."

Booters host fourth ranked Cavs
by Peter Fennell
staff writer

The Tiger soccer team defeated Furman
3-0 last Wednesday afternoon, and then
shut out Maryland 5-0 on Sunday, and
are now preparing for an important matchup with fourth-ranked Virginia on Friday.
The wins, coupled with two victories in
the Clemson Invitational tournament the
previous weekend, extended the Tiger's
winning streak to 10.

played well against an improving Furman
team.
"They've got a real good team this year,
a new field, and a new coach, so they will
be tough in the coming years. We had to
play well to beat them," he said.

Maryland
Clemson claimed an easy 5-0 victory
Sunday over a struggling Maryland team,
although they did not play upto par in

Ibrahim's opinion. "We didn't play well
against Maryland," he said. "Even
though we scored five goals, we didn't
play as well as we could. I think the team
was looking ahead to playing Virginia."
Lee and Landgren scored two goals
each to lead the Tigers. The first goal was
scored when a shot by Landgren was mishandled by the Terrapin goalie, hit the
crossbar, and was caught by a surprised
see Soccer, page 24

Invitational Tournament
The Tigers claimed first place in the
tournament played on Riggs Field by
claiming two victories, while all the other
participants had at least one loss.
Clemson defeated Tampa 3-1 and Florida
International 3-0. NC State, the other
participant in the tournament, defeated
Florida International but was beaten by
Tampa, enabling the Tigers to claim the
title. Coach I. M. Ibrahim was pleased
with his team's performance.
"We played the best soccer we've
played all year," he said. "I was surprised
and happy we played so well. Tampa and
Florida International are two of the best
teams in the nation, so we were happy to
get the title."
Furman
Bruce Murray scored a goal and tied a
school assist record as the Tigers defeated
Furman 3-0. Chuck Nash and Gary Connor
also added goals in the victory.
Murray scored the first goal of the
game midway through the first half on an
assist from Dick Landgren. Connor
scored off a Murray assist five minutes
later to make the score 2-0. That assist
was Murray's 11th for the year and tied
Nnamdi Nwokocha's school record which
had stood for five years.
The final goal was added by Nash midway through the second half after an
assist from John Lee to make the final
score 3-0. Ibrahim thought the Tigers

I
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Tiger Chuck Nash advances the ball against Maryland last Sunday.
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Soccer

Cross country teams second
in ACC championship

continued from page 23

Maryland defender. Lee scored on the
penalty kick to make it 1-0.
Lee scored his second goal late in the
first half when he beat a Terp defender to
make it 2-0. Peter Stebbins scored less
than a minute later to make the halftime
score 3-0.
Landgren scored his first goal early in
the second half as he put away a loose ball
to increase the Tiger lead to 4-0. The final
goal of the game was scored when Landgren
took a corner kick from Maxwell Amatasiro
and scored to make the final 5-0.

sixth-ranked Tigers in the North
Carolina Invitational meet on the same
course at Chapel Hill.
The Lady Tigers, like the men, placed
three runners in the top 10 finishers in
the individual competition. Tina Krebs
took second place behind NC State's
Janet Smith. Krebs had a time of 16:40,
while Smith finished just ahead of her in
16:31.
Two other Tiger runners finished in
the top 10. Kristi Voldnes finished in the
ninth spot, followed by Judith Shepherd
in the 10th position.
"Both teams could have and should
have won their titles, but we ran with no
emotion," coach Sam Colson said. "Both
were winning in the middle of the race,
but all our emotion was left in the chapel
last Monday at Stijn's funeral. It had a
devastating effect on our team and I'm
not sure we'll recover completely."
Tiger runner Tina Krebs put the situation into the proper perspective. "We
lost a very close friend, and it has affected us a lot," Krebs said. "But now
we're looking forward to the upcoming
regionals, and the chance to improve and
redeem ourselves a little after our performances in the ACC meet."
The Clemson runners wore black ribbons in both races in memory of teammate Jaspers, who passed away last
week.

by Tommy Trammell
staff writer
This past weekend both the men's and
women's cross-country teams brought
home second-place finishes at the ACC
Cross Country Championships held at
Chapel Hill, N.C. The Virginia Cavaliers
won the men's title, with NC State taking the women's crown.
Men
Robert DeBrouwer of Clemson claimed
first place in the men's individual competition, turning in a time of 24:10 to
edge out Tim Springfield of Virginia by
six seconds.
Jeff Scuffins of the Tigers had a time
of 24:18 for a third-place finish in the
meet. Another Tiger runner, Rob Wotring,
finished in eighth position. The
Cavaliers won the team title with 42
points, followed by the Tigers with 57
points. NC State finished third in the
team competition with 73 total points
for the meet.
Coach Stan Narewski acknowledged
that his team was running under some
emotional strain after the death of Tiger
runner Stijn Jaspers. "Under the circumstances, we finished pretty well,"
Narewski said. "Having some guys out
sick, along with the emotional drain of
last week, did have an effect on the
team. We're just going to have to suck it
up and get ready for the regionals."

Matchup with Virginia
Fourth-ranked and conference leader
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Upcoming meets
The Tiger men and women both face
their next competition at the NCAA
District III meet on Nov. 10. The top
four teams in the regional meet will be
awarded a trip to the national meet to be
held at Penn State University.

Women
The Lady Tigers finished runner-up to
NC State in the conference championship meet. A few weeks before, the
Wolfpack had upset the previously

face the Tigers at 7:30 p.m. The Cavaliers
own a 14-2-1 overall record and have
already clinched at least a tie for the conference crown. Clemson must win its two
final conference games against Virginia
and NC State to gain a tie for the championship. Ibrahim feels a large home
crowd will be beneficial to the Tigers.
"It is a tremendous psychological edge
to play at home," he said, "so a big crowd
and a lot of support is needed. It is great
to hear a fumbling every time we do something on the field.
"This is the one time this year that I
have asked people to come out to the
game and support us, because it is needed."
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Swimmers dive by Devils
by David Brandes
staff writer
The men's and women's swim
teams opened their 1984-85 campaign by capturing big wins over
the Duke Blue Devils last Sunday in Durham, N.C.
The men swept all 13 events en
route to a 74-39 score while the
women seized a 75-36 point victory by also sweeping 13 events.
"Obviously we swam well because we captured all 13 events,
but I was especially pleased with
the performance of our freshman;
they swam real solid," said head
coach Bob Boettner.
In all, five freshmen got their
feet wet in ACC competition by
taking home their first career

wins. The men were placed by
junior Tim Welting and freshman Chuck Wade, both double
individual winners.
Welting took first place honors
in the 200-meter freestyle,
200-meter butterfly, and was a
member of the winning 400meter medley relay team. Wade
took the one-meter and threemeter springboards—both of the
diving events—with a 294 and
310 points, respectively.
In addition to Wade, other
rookie winners included Bill
Hyman in the 1000-meter freestyle, Pam Hayden in the 200meter women's butterfly, Jan
Kimmerling in the women's
1000-meter freestyle, and Nadra
Simmons in the women's 200-

meter backstroke.
The women also enjoyed two
double individual winners by virtue of the performances by junior
Linda Rutter and senior Callie
Emery. Rutter swam to victories
in the 200-meter individual
medley and the 500-meter freestyle and Emery captured the
500- and 100-meter freestyle
events.
"The women's team is probably the best ever at Clemson
and has a great chance of doing
exceptionally well this year,"
said Boettner. "The men also
have great potential but have
suffered some early injuries.
Hopefully, though, our program
of hard training and trying not to
go too fast too early will pay off."

Students. Faculty. Staff.
Now get big savings on
Texas Instruments Portable
Professional Computer.
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Scoreboard
Football
Oct. 27-Clemson 35, NC State 34
Soccer
Oct. 28—Clemson 5, Maryland 0
Upcoming Games
Soccer
Nov. 2— Virginia at Clemson 7:30 p.m.
Nov. 4— Vanderbilt at Clemson 2:00 p.m.
Volleyball
Nov. 2— Maryland at Clemson 7:00 p.m.
Nov. 5— Georgia at Clemson 7:00 p.m.
Nov. 7— UNC-Charlotte at Clemson 7:00 p.m.

The Tiger is off for
Fall Break;
Join us Nov. 15.
ANNOUNCING The

$49900

Wireless Remote VCR

The TI Portable Professional Computer is
every bit as powerful as the desktop TI
Professional Computer—ideal for college and
on into your career. It's identical to it in
every way except size: 128K bytes of RAM,
expandable to 768K. Five expansion slots.
Room for one or two floppy diskette drives.
Or move all the way up to a 10 megabyte
Winchester hard disk.

You get the superior keyboard. High resolution graphics. Greater expansion flexibility.
You gain: In portability. In convenience. You
can lock it in your closet when you go out.
Take it home on semester break. Take it to
the lab if you need to. Or have it all the time
right on your desk. You won't find this much
power and value anywhere at such an
economical price.

Clemson University is among the very few selected to participate in this unprecedented Texas Instruments
promotion. For a limited time only, TI Portable Professional Computers are available at unbelievably
low prices. Bring your I.D. Offer limited to students, faculty, and staff of this campus.
COLOR MONITOR

FLOPPY
DRIVES

SU6. RETAIL

128K

ONE

$2,895

128K

TWO

256K

TWO

MEMORY
SIZE

SPECIAL PRICE

$1,495

$2,295

$1,145

$3,295

$1,645

$2,695

$1,325

$3,465

$1,745

$2,865

$1,445

Don't wait. Supplies are limited. Offer ends December 14, 1984.
For further information, contact;

Computer Center
656-3494

THE STAGE DOOR
MOVIE STORE

MONOCHROME MONITOR
SUG. RETAIL

SPECIAL PRICE

•14-Function Wireless Remote
•14-Day, 2-Event Programming
•12-Month Warranty -- Parts & Labor
•Excellence of Quasar
•Free Membership in Clemson's
Best Movie Club

Lakeview Plaza in Clemson
6546567
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Lady Tigers 'Caple-ble'
Knight led the team in scoring last year
with 17.1 points per contest.
Although Caple is an All-American canCoach Annie Tribble's Lady Tigers didate she feels there is no such thing as a
have begun preseason practice with high one-player team.
"I guess I would have to be the team
hopes as nine lettermen return, including
four starters, from last year's successful leader because I'm captain, but every
squad. The team will open its season game takes a team effort," she said. "No
one person can do it; it wouldn't be
Nov. 23 in the Nebraska Invitational.
The Tigers will feature a strong front enough. I don't feel any extra pressure
line—the average height being 6'2". because coach Tribble doesn't put any exLeading the way is 6 '4" All-American can- tra pressure on me."
While the front line is strong, the key to
didate Peggy Caple. She will be flanked
by Sandy Bishop who was the team's sec- the upcoming campaign may lie in the
ond leading scorer a year ago with a 16.7 backcourt. Melinda Ashworth returns for
her third year and Tribble plans to move
average.
The other forward will be junior Janet her from the point to the wing.
"We're looking forward to Melinda beKnight who "can shoot with anybody in
ing back at the wing; it's her spot,"
the country," according to Tribble.
Tribble said. "She didn't play as well at
the point because she didn't score and I
think this was added pressure for her."
Renee Williams appears to be the frontrunner for the other backcourt spot. Good
things are expected from top guard prospects Susan Fehling and Clemson native
Cheryl Nix.
Nix is excited about the season. "It's
always been a dream of mine to play ball
at Clemson," she said. "The team has
been great in helping me adjust to the
change from high school to college."
Although the Tigers are happy with
lour starters returning, there are a number
of Atlantic Coast Conference teams picked
ahead of them in the preseason polls. "I'm
not surprised we're not picked to win the
ACC," Tribble said. "We never are.
Virginia was 15th, N.C. State 17th, and
Maryland 19th in one top twenty.
"We'll go in without the pressure of
rankings, and I feel this team is very
capable of winning the ACC. They came
very close last year and that has got them
very hungry for the title.
"I believe the top seven on this team
are better, as a group, than any I've had
at Clemson," she said.
The team will be playing with a new,
smaller basketball this year. The size is
not noticeably different, but Tribble feels
it will help the game. "I think you're going to see better ball handling and the big
inside shooters should improve."
The outlook is good and the team is
eager to make some noise in the ACC,
which is getting the same tough reputation in women's basketball as it has in
file photo
men's. Tribble is hoping for good crowd
The Tigers hope Peggy Caple will soar
support from the students.
to new heights this year.
by Scott Freeman
staff writer
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Safe!
An official rules a pass thrown to Terrance Roulhac incomplete during the
Duke game. Roulhac had a big day, however, catching two touchdown passes.

Great Annual
Boot Trade-in

You've tried the rest—
now try the bestmake your meal a happening at

"The Old House'*
Walhalla, S.C.
Open since 1968

BRING US YOUR TIRED,
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• Country Ham
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Tiger booter racks up All American honors
by Cheryl Albert
staff writer
Clemson has many stars on its football
team. Perry, Eppley, Hatcher—the names
are familiar.
But there is one Tiger in another sport
who has as many awards as those others,
and maybe even a couple more. He's
Adubarie Otorubio, one of only four
foreign seniors on this year's squad.
Otorubio, or Oto, is an All American and
even has a chance this year at the Herman
Award, the soccer equivalent of the
Heisman Trophy.
Oto came to Clemson in 1980 from Port
Harcourt, Nigeria. He is a two time AllAmerican back "and an above-average
Civil Engineering student.
Oto arrived in Clemson in the fall of '80,
but had to miss the season because he arrived late. Since then he has proved to be
an integral part of the team, ranking
among the best defensive backs in the
nation.
In his three years playing at Clemson,
Oto has been chosen for the All-ACC first
team three times. In 1982 he was chosen
to the Ail-American first team. Last year
Oto was chosen to the All-American second team, and he also received the honor
of being chosen the conference Player-ofthe-Year.
Oto was recruited out of Nigeria by
head soccer coach I. M. Ibrahim who offered him a scholarship to come to
America to play soccer. Although Oto
loves soccer, it is not the reason he agreed
to come to Clemson.
"Education is the primary reason I
came to school here," he said. "Soccer is
the second part of my life. Clemson has
the engineering curriculum I was looking
for, and Clemson's athletic department
was willing to finance my education."
Playing soccer and taking civil
eneineprine courses does not necessarily

mix well. An engineering curriculum requires hours of studying, hours which an
All-American athlete cannot always find.
"I get home from practice between 6
and 7 p.m. and go immediately to
supper," Oto said. "After supper I go
back to my room, he down, and try to
psyche myself up to study. It's hard
sometimes because I'm usually tired, but
I just remind myself of why I'm here."
Being tired and wanting to rest are not
the only study-related problems that Oto
faces. "All of my classmates spend
weekends trying to catch up on rest and
studying," he said, "but during soccer
season I just don't have that luxury.
"Most weekends are spent preparing
for and playing games. Half of these
games are away, so I lose that extra time
due to traveling."
Regardless of the adversities, Oto is
proud to be a Clemson University
student-athlete. "I feel so good about
coming to Clemson and going through the
academic program here," Oto said. "It
feels good to be able to graduate in
engineering and perform in a collegiate
sport."
Being so far from home, Oto spends virtually no time with his mother, six
brothers, and two sisters. "My family
means a lot to me," he said. "I miss them
so much I don't want to think about it; I
just try to block it out of my mind to keep
from getting depressed."
The last time Oto saw his family was in
1982. Oto's father died in late 1981, and
Oto went home to be with his family. "It
was hard on me," he said, "but we've all
got to grow up sometime. I just tried to be
mature and handled things the best I
could."
Summers for Oto have been spent attending classes here at Clemson. Until
this past summer the athletic department
has financed classes for athletes on
scholarship. The only way Oto was able to

take a class this summer was to find a job
and finance himself.
Oto's job this summer was with the
Civil Engineering Department. He worked
with Professor Nnaji on some of Nnaji's
research projects. "I was only able to take
one class," Oto said, "but I was involved
in some interesting work."
When faced with the choice between a
professional soccer career and an

PATRICIA'S MAGIC NEEDLE
guarantees expert alterations
on ladies' and men's wear.

PETE'S JR.
BEFORE AND
AFTER THE
GAME-THE
PLACE TO EAT
201 COLLEGE
AVENUE
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Adubarie Otorubio

engineering career, Oto says he will
choose the best alternative. "If I get an
offer for an engineering position and an
offer to play professional soccer, I will
look at both and decide which one best
meets my needs," he said. "I know that I
cannot play soccer my whole life, so,
whatever happens, I will eventually use
my engineering skills."
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With only three issues of The Tiger
remaining in the semester, The Tiger
Pix competition is getting hot.

The Tiger
Picks
Jon (They're All Going To Tie)
Loughmiller has been in the lead
since the first games, but Pam (I'm
Quitting After This One) Sheppard
has been gaining ground with each
week. Rob (QB's Roomie) Biggerstaff,
Foster (Am I A Buuuddy?) Senn, and
Christopher (Send Him Home)
Goodrich could jump any time.
Bob (Jan's Husband) Adams and
Stephen (Ten-Hour Map) Williams
are still within reach with a few good
weeks remaining.
The rest, Steve (Drive King)
Collins, Miriam (Chris's Talking
Buddy) Watson, Kathy (Created
Position) Urban, Sue (Middle Ages)
Polevy, Jan (Bob's Wife) Jordan,
Lisa (The Dogs Are Back) Fulkerson,
Julie (Meetings?) Walters, John (I
Swear He Sleeps) Norton, Michael
(QB In Loafers) Lusk, will need a few
perfect weeks to reign in the end
This week's guest picker is the
Legend—Frank Howard. Last issue's
guest picker was University President Bill Atchley who went 5-5.

•

Last Week's Results:
Clemson 54, Duke 21
South Carolina 36, Notre Dame 32
Appalachian State 21, Furman 7
Auburn 48, Georgia Tech 34
West Virginia 21, Boston College 20
UNC 28, NC State 21
Virginia 28, Wake Forest 9
LSU 36, Kentucky 10
Penn State 21, Syracuse 3
Brigham Young 30, Air Force 25

This Week's Games:

Wake Forest at Clemson
Maryland at UNC
South Carolina at NC State
Virginia at West Virginia
Boston College at Penn State
Auburn at Florida
Michigan at Purdue
California at Washington
Alabama at Mississippi State
Air Force at Army
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When the Tigers beat the Deacons,
the drinks are on us!
Subway supports its favorite
teams by celebrating their
victories. When our team
wins, we'll give students a free
medium soft drink with the
purchase of any sandwich or
salad. Offer good for 48 hours
after the victory. Show us
your student ID, and the
drinks are on us!
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COMING AT YOU

SPIRIT BLITZ '84 is upon us.
Are you prepared for the festivities?
Do you even know what's happening?

THE PARTY IS FREE
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 7 p.m.
lasers, live bands, cheerleaders, drink...
Editor's note: The following section of the newspaper is funded by Student
Government in preparation for Spirit Blitz '84.
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The
time
has
finally
arrived
r

Dear students,
Student Government is proud
to present to you our showcase
of the semester-Spirit Blitz '84.
On Nov. 9-10, we hope that
you will take advantage of all
the activities you can participate
in. Remember, all of them are for
you!
The Hokie Hunt is patterned
after hunts in other places that
have attracted crowds from
3,000 to 20,000 people. All you
have to do is use your map and
clue sheet, listen for the clue to
send you out into the campus,
and start going all around the
campus for your next clues. Put
what you find together and you
can win the grand prize of a
Spring Break at Cancun, second

you into the weekend. The
Spongetones are back with
also on the bill.
And to cap off Friday's party,
don't forget to stay for the first
outdoor laser show in South
Carolina. Lasercast, a show from
New York, will be an awesome
experience that you'll never
forget! If you've seen lasers
before, you'll appreciate it, and if
you've never seen them, don't
miss this free opportunity to
capture the excitement.
On Saturday, we still need
your help to put out flashcards,
blow up balloons, and paint a
world's record "Tiger Paws" on
faces. It'll be huge fun.
If you want to be a part of the
excitement, make plans to come

prize of a television set, or third
prize of a pizza from Itza Pizza.
But, you need to register before
Nov. 9 at the tables in front of
Harcombe and Schilleter or in
the Student Government offices.
Cost is $1.
Don't forget the big party
Friday night. Bring your
blankets and refreshments to the
intramural field next to the
stadium for the party of the
semester. It starts with a Beat
Virginia Tech pep rally
beginning at 7 p.m. At the pep
rally, there will be loads of
unexpected surprises, including
the announcement of the lucky
winner of the Hokie Hunt.
Following the pep rally, there
will be two live bands to rake

to these events. If you would
like to help us set up these giant
activities, call 2195 and we'll get
you involved.
Thank you for your
participation and support of
these events. It's going to be
fun, but we really want you
there. Don't miss any of the
action.
Yours in spirit,

IhuY-ljLtrrr
Mike Hamilton
Special Events Director
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PRINTING SCH EDULE
January 10
January 17
January 24
January 31
February 7
February 14-Valentine's Issue
February 21-Spring Sports Issue
February 28
March 7
March 14-No Issue, Spring Break
March 21
March 28
April 4
April 11
April 18
April 25-No Issue, Exams

HAS TWO ISSUES
REMAINING
THIS SEMESTERNOV. 15 and NOV. 29
LOOK FOR OUR SPECIAL
1984 ISSUE ON THE 29 ™
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As a college student, you know that quality,
convenient off-campus housing is not easy to find.
Copperfteld Villas solves the problem of locating
private, convenient housing, by offering
• Two-bedroom. • Central air
•Wall-to-wall
one-bath villas
conditioning
carpeting
• Washer/Dryer • Modern kitchen • Professional
connections
with appliances
landscaping
Real Estate Opportunity (For the parent)
Units at Copperfield Villas range in price from $43.500-$45,000.
Considering the cost of on-campus housing these days, and the
fact the First Federal of South Carolina (The First) will finance
at a 12% fixed rate for 30 years, Copperfield Villas become an
excellent real estate opportunity. Carolina Real Estate can even
assist in helping to rent your Villa long after your son or daughter
has graduated, turning Copperfield Villas into a viable incomeproducing venture.
For more information on quality college living and an incomeproducing real estate opportunity, contact Carolina Real Estate today!
From Hwy. 123, go north on S.C. 93
(or approximately three miles. Turn right
at Copperfield villas sign.

REALTY WORLD

f8031654-6202

COPPERFIELD

November 1.19X4
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Welcome
to

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
What is The Hunt? It is a search for
clues that will take you around campus for an afternoon of fun and possibly fortune. The grand prize is a trip
to Cancun, Mexico. The second prize
is a black-and-white TV. The third
prize is a pizza from Harcombe.
Looks like you'll want to go for the
big one.
The rules are simple. To begin,
figure out the solutions to the five
questions on this page. Each answer
is a number. There are no tricks.
Pretty easy, huh? Don't -get smug.
Things will get tougher as you go
along.
OK. Write down your five numbers.
The Hunt begins Friday, Nov. 9, at
3:30 p.m., so you have a little wait.
Listen to WFBC 94 FM and WSBF
88.1 FM at exactly 3:30 p.m. on the
ninth. At that time and at intervals
for several minutes afterward the announcer will tell you the secret of how
to alter your numbers so you can proceed with The Great Hokie Hunt.
For The Hunt you will need:
1. To work by yourself or with a
partner. Remember that only
two of you can go to Cancun.
2. Your registration card. It must
be stamped at each site of The
Great Hokie Hunt in order for
1. How many grooves are on one
side of a 33 Vs album?
2. Take your own age, and multiply it by six. Now add 34 and
divide the result by two. Now
take the first two digits
No,
wait. Now take the first
THREE digits. ... No, that
isn't it. Take the first... ah, the

you to qualify for the prize.
3. A paper and pencil.
4. Umbrellas or other rain gear.
(Rain or shine The Hunt goes
on.)
5. This supplement of The Tiger.
After the radio announcement you
will have five new numbers. Unless
you have made a mistake somewhere,
you will find that they correspond to
five like-numbered locations on the
map included in this supplement.
These five are real Hunt clue sites. At
each real site you will find another
clue. You may go to the sites in any
order you choose. To be eligible to win
you must go to all five real clue sites.
The sites will remain open until
6:30 p.m. You will have ample time to
visit each. The winner of this Hunt
will not be the fastest competitor but
the most clever. DO NOT DRINK
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES. The
clues wilLget progressively more difficult; if your mind isn't sharp at the
end, you will not have a chance of winning. The sites will be identifiable by
signs of The Great Hokie Hunt.
VERY IMPORTANT: As soon as
you arrive at each clue site have your
registration card stamped by a Great
Hokie Hunt staff member who will be
wearing a Hokie Hunt sweatshirt.

Make sure you hang on to your registration card, because in order to be
eligible to win you must have proof
that you visited all five clue sites.
After having your registration card
stamped, proceed to the clue itself.
Each clue will be different. The
answer to each is a number. Don't
jump to conclusions. These are not
easy. They will take some thought
and, in some cases, some physical
effort.
When you think you have figured
out the correct answer at a site, check
our list of clues included in this supplement of The Tiger. If the number
you suspect is not on the list, you do
not have the right answer. Try again.
(If it is on the list, that does not
necessarily mean you have the right
answer. Sorry.)
When you decide that you have the
right number solution, circle the word
clue that corresponds to the number.
Proceed to the next clue site.
When you have been to all five clue
sites, you will have five written clues
to solve the word clues you have circled
on the clue page. No matter how silly
they may seem, each of the five is
significant.
Go back to your room or to some
quiet place where you can concen-

trate. This final stage of The Great
Hokie Hunt is the most difficult and
the trickiest. I(, will take you a while.
The five answers combine in some
way to tell you the final secret of how
to win and be on your way to Mexico.
When we have the grand prize winner, we will announce it at the pep rally
and on WFBC and WSBF. If we have
no winner by 7 p.m., a clue will be announced at the pep rally. The secret to
The Great Hokie Hunt will be
published in the next Tiger.
AGAIN to win you must:
1. Solve the riddles on this page.
2. Alter the numbers in accordance
with the radio instructions at
3:30 p.m..
3. Use the five new numbers to
locate clue sites as shown on our
map.
4. Visit each of the five sites.
5. Have your registration card
stamped at each site. View the
clue and figure out which number is the solution.
6. Find the number in our clue list
in this supplement and circle the
matching word clue.
7. Find a quiet place. Use the five
resulting word clues to figure
out how to win The Great Hokie
Hunt.

heck with it. The answer to this
question is 6.
3. Assuming the average state
legislator weighs 300 pounds,
how many state legislators
would you have to throw out of
a blimp in order to lighten the
load by 1500 pounds?

4. Mark and Beth decide to
wallpaper their foyer which is
12 feet wide by 12.5 feet long.
If Mark sets off walking toward the wallpaper store,
whith is 8 miles away, at 3
miles per hour, and 10 minutes
later, Beth, realizing that Mark

has forgotten his pants, sets
out after him at 4 miles per
hour, how many letters are
there in Dr. Bill's last name?
5. Divide the total number of
wins in the last three complete
seasons by the number of nostrils in William Perry's nose.
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THE GREAT HOKIE HCINT
27. Take your age times three, add 61, divide by 4 subtract 1, no,
wait a minute, don't divide by 4. Ah, hell! This isn't even a
clue.
28. How long does it take to play a record backwards?
29. Life span of Galileo.
30. Hot Lips and Hawkeye, how many years?
31. The number of kings and queens in New England's history.
32. NUKE'EM.
33. Grab a little Heiny, a California Cooler and go to 326 Parker!
34. Well, OK, Baby, you think you're Little Red Riding Hood, I'll
be the Big Bad Wolf, and this time 111 get you good.
35. There are eight on this campus.
36. The sons of SAM.
37. PRIVATE EYES.

1.
2

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

38. Elmer Fudd.
39. Bandannas, Boxers, Bowties, and Button Downs.
You are the meaning in my life-you're my inspiration.
40. To make a long story short, I called up a friend of mine who
Would you mind if I stopped here and went back over these
said of course he would lend me the money.
„
to see what else they may mean that I wasn't aware of at the
41. Who ya gonna call?
"~
time?
Take the "pole holes" in Bowman field and subtract the 42. Even on probation still the BEST in the NATION!!
number of seats in Death Valley.
43. How many world wonders?
Vera, Chuck, and Dave one year later.
44. Parsley, Sage, Rosemary-Time?
Some of his stories are no longer than this.
45. Gross ignorance, 144 USC students.
E.T., phone home.
The geese are a laying.
I'm schizophrenic and so am I.
Good point, Dr. Atchley, we'll pass it on.
What caused the mouse to fall from the clock?
Noah was on the ark-the Israelites in the desert.
When I was twelve, my cousin Roger drowned in Lake Hartwell and my mother enrolled me in a swimming class at the
YMCA.
Snoopy, Linus, Luci, Peppermint Patty, and Dennis the
Menace.
Every 5th word.
There's a joker included in the pack.
Define the Universe: Give 3 examples.
Dante had a rough time traveling through these.

18. Women first came to Clemson in
•
19. Six-cent oranges, quarter apples, and a bucket of wheat.

46. Margaritaville.
47. Go Fly a Kite!
48. Six men are for who?
49. KILLIN'ME!
50.

51. Len, Allison, Bill and Joe, THANK YOU!
52. Jay Watson for president.
53. ABC, 123 .. .
54. Raindrops on Roses, Whiskers on Kittens, Warm woolen
mittens, Girls in white dresses with blue satin sashes.
55. Emily Post.
56. How 'bout them dawgs?! Clemson vs. Georgia Sept. 1981!

57.
20. seven x (10 X 10 X10) + 3x (10 X 10) + 2 X 10
58.
21. Twinkle, twinkle little Star, Greenville is a distance away 59.
from Clemson but how far?
60.
22. The mint year for Susan B.
61.
23. Je t'aime.
62.
24. Push 'em back, way back.
63.
25. VOTE Nov. 6, 1984.
64.
26. Peas, Brussels sprouts, broccoli, mothers-in-law, Registra65.
tion.

Spelling counts.
If I say yes, you say no, I say goodbye, you say hello.
This isn't a clue. Would I lie to you?
You're looking right at it.
What you can't add, subtract.
2000 0,0, party over, it's out of time.
A cat's lives times Snow White's dwarfs.
Coco's favorite brew.
Beware of ODD numbers.
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YOU DON'T WANT TO BE LEFT OUT
DO YOU?
BE A VOLUNTEER r
SIGN UP FOR :

Flashcard Placement
%£P %%(| Paw Painting
»#

Balloon Blowing

SIGN UP IN FRONT OF HARCOMBE AND
SCHILLETER DINING HALLS OR IN THE
STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICE ANYTIME

Picln Pay Shoes©
^re-Holiday SALE
Specializing In:
• Precision Haircutting &
Styling
• Soft or Curly Perms &
Body Waves

• Chemical Hair Relaxers
&Curls
• Highlighting &
Colorings

• No Appointment Necessary But Available Upon Request
SPECIALS GOOD IN CLEMSON & ANDERSON
CLEMSON
ANDERSON
ROGERS PLAZA
BELTLINE BLVD.
HWY 123
IN FRONT OF LOWE'S
654-1902
261-3995
RFDKFN
NEXXUS
KCUivcn
from
Campus
2 Minutes

PRni^««lONAL~
PROFESSIONAL

PERM

COSMOPOLITAN
T "COSMOPOLITAN
CURL

39

(Curly or Body Wave
includes Cut & Style)

OQ95

J*Jr

&up

NATURAL
HIGHLIGHTING
(includes Styling)

14 95

Reg. $20.00 & up
with this coupon
I
I

Expires 11/16/84

~,

Women's soft genuine suede fashion
favorites Jbr active lifestyles.

Children's genuine suede styles
for school, play &> everyday.

95

& up

Reg. $55.00 & up
with this coupon

Keg. $40.00 & up
with this coupon
Expires 11/16/84

l
I
I

1

Expires 11/16/84

T-

PRECISION
STYLE CUT
(incl. Shampoo & Style)

895

ashion color opaque
Znee^£TpatZjor$2

■ Fashion color
pantyhose...$l.ll

■ Collage "slouch"
shoulderbag...$8

■ Men's heavyweight
thermal sodcs...2 paws Jbr $5

&up

Reg. $10.95-15.95
with this coupon

123 Bypass • Clemson

Expires 11/16/84

Sale prices good thru Sun. MMterOini, VlMOTCAote.<»en CTCTtn^fr open Sun. 1-t^

November 1, 19X4
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;REE
PIZZA
AGAIN

1

*rTk

HfHNECQS)

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT THRU NOVEMBER
FROM 6 P.M. 'TIL 12 MIDNIGHT

BUY 1-10" PIZZA

YOUR CHOICE

GET 2nd 10" PIZZA'xsz&

FREE - FREE - FREE
CARRY OUT
DINE IN
FAST FREE HOT DELIVERY

\ olunir

»3 50 Minimum Ordor on Cmpus-»6.00 Minimum Ordor in Dollw.ry Aroa

DIAL 654-6990
WED., NOV. 7 & 14 =$>=0 12 NOON TO 12 MIDNIGHT
MEDIUM 14"PIZZA WITH ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS + 2 ICE COLD
$500 EVEN
&£&&
Tradt-ma/fc®

H»l

DINE IN - FAST FREE HOT DELIVERY - CARRYOUT

T

BAKED POTATO
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

FREE
THICK CRUST WITH ANY
REGULAR-PRICE SICILIAN-STYLE PIZZA

WITH SOUR CREAM
ONLY$100 +TAX

YOUR CHOICE
10", 14", 16", 20"

ONE COUPON PER ORDER

'DAILY FROM 11 AM. TO 2 P.M. DINE IN ONLY
I FOR COUPON CREDIT

h»rjfcSHajayiMlil£lIIArjaiISiLB.£SSFL^M»M-^^

"'ONENJPONP?RIK K^

$

I

1.00 OFF

1

ANY REGULAR PRICE 14" PIZZA
16" PIZZA
or 20" PIZZA

ii

*/i CL

o
o

EXPIRES:
Frl., Now. 16,1984
0NE COUPONKRPIZZA^

CD

Salad with Any Regular Price 10" Pizza
Salads with Any Regular Price 14" Pizza
Salads with Any Regular Price 16" Pizza
Salads with Any Regular Price 20" Pizza

JUST ASK FOR IT
CHOICE OF DRESSINGS-ITALIAN-THOUSAND ISLAND-FRENCH
.-„» no.™., „™„
°NE COUPON PER PIZZA
| FOR COUPON CREDIT
•PLEASE TELL PERSON TAKING YOUR ORDER YOU ARE USING THISJMUPON^

I

<9

USALAD SALE
FOR
1C-1
2c—2
3$-3
4c-4

i

WITH FOOTLONG SANDWICH

C9

'*ctk&

I
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
I FOR COUPON CREDIT
| PLEASE TELL PERSON TAKING YOUR ORDER YOU ARE USING THIS COUPON

I"

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

EXPIRES:
Frl., Now. 16,1984

654%'

co 0_
>- 3
z O
oO

FREE LG. COKE
ONE COUPON PER SANDWICH

EXPIRES:
Frl., Now. 16,1984
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

m$

(9

Leonarc
Spoke to';
program.

II
6

II

Spirit
rally, a
flash caj
laser sh(
ing to
Roberta

S O

o O

EXPIRES:
Frl., Now. 16,1984
J KEVsEm"
PLEASE TELL PERSON TAKING YOUR
Y0U^MDMjr0UJ^^SIN_G_rHI5
ORDER YOU ARE USING THIS CVUnn^
U^^jg™™™™*.*

PARTY TIME
$

3.50
OFF
any 20" Chanelo's pizza
3 or more toppings
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

EXPIRES:
FOR COUPON CREDIT
Frl., Now. 8, 1984
| «««''™',
PERSON TAKING YOUR ORDER YOU ARE USING THIS COUPON
_ pj«C0UP0N «".£>»»_ J,^fl^^^^^^^™i^^.^iu_. _._.__._._«.--—--.
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ir
by Pa
editor
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EXPIRES:
Fri., Now. 16,1984
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA.
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